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Utt of nuclear targets for investigating space-time 
structure of multiparticle production process in elementary 
collisions hat considerably increased in recent years. A number 
of experiments have been performed using (mainly) protons as 
projectile. Experimental investigations using pions as 
projectile are particularly lacking* Various theoretical and 
phenomenological attempts have boon made to explain these 
results but with l i t t l e success. In the present thesis we 
give some results obtained using pion as projectile and 
emulsion nuclei as targets. These results have been analysed 
to make a crit ical assessment of the various collision 
pictures. 
In chapter I a brief account of earlier work is 
given. Current theoretical models which are being used 
to explain the experimental results have been qualitatively 
discussed in chapter II . In general these models may be 
broadly categorized Into two classes. One class of models 
consists of those in which scattering on nucleus Is 
interpreted as • sequence of approximately independent 
collisions with single nucleons and the multiparticle 
final state is a superposition of the contributions from 
Individual hits* Under the other class of 
models fal l those in which the interacting part 
of the nucleus Is considered as a structureless 
medium and the single system formed as a result 
contributes as a whole to the multiparticle final 
state. Chapter III deals with tho experimental 
observations. Section A of this chapter deals with 
tho results of proton-nucleus collision experiments 
free* other sources. Tho experimental results of present 
experiment on the multipart!clo production at 50 5eV/c 
A-nucleus collisions is given in section B. Tho experiment 
has been carried out using NIK PI-R emulsion, exposed at 
Serpukhov, USSR. Tho main findings f this investigation are 
summarised below. 
The study of multiplicity distribution of heavy 
^Nh> ^n > 
(or grey) tracks shows that flgV1 (©* { r j r — )» 
where D i s the dispersion of the distribution, i s close 
to unity. A co> pari son of this with tho existing results 
shows that i t i s independent of energy which Is in clear 
contradiction with the cascade evaporation models. Tho 
multiplicity of shower particles varies linearly with Nh 
and the average value is,<ng> * 8. 17 •, 0.12. In order to 
study tht KNO-scaling in multiplicity distribution* 
of shower particles produced, the distributions of 
n. have boon studied in detail. The distributions have 
been considered In various N_ groups and i t i s found 
that the scaling function used to f i t the d»ta on 
pp collisions by Slattsry i s not capable of describing 
these results. This conclusion i s In agreement with 
most of the other experimental results on hadron-nucieus 
coll isions. A study of the angular distributions of the 
showers has been carJ-ed out. It i s found that the angular 
distributions in the projectile fragmentation region 
(higher values of pseudorapldlty, it) remain essentially 
unchanged as n increases. M0st of the increase in the 
multiplicity of particles with increasing n i s found at 
larger angles. Tht centre of tht distribution shifts 
towards lower rapidities with increasing n indicating 
that n nay be taktn at an acceptable measure of tht 
tffectlvt targtt mast, A marked peculiarity of the angular 
distributions of par t ic lee produced in K -nucleus collisions 
Is that they show a bimodal structure which i s not present 
in the case of Droton-nucleus coll isions. This blmodtl 
M 
structure i t found to exist in a l l the n_ groups for 
n„ 1 and tho aaxlett toward* tho lower rapidity aido 9 
(the target fragmentation region) becomes more and more 
pronounced aa n increate*. The shape of tho rapidity 
distribution goes very specific transformation in going 
fro« lower to higher values of n • The centroid of the 
rapidity distribution of excoas particles i s found to 
shift towards lower rapidities with increasing n . Tho 
dispersions of the rapidity distributions have boon studied 
aa a function of n_. I t has beon found that I t retains 
9 
essentially independent of n . Tho average values of the 
rapidity, <>? % have alao been studied as a function of n . 
I t is found that<'v|>varies as Inn , Indicating that n is 
a good eeaaure of the nustoer of collision* inside the nucleus 
as<^>should vary aa '— lnv due to kinetatlcal reasons. 
The presence of the binodal structure in the 
rapidity distributions and the target s ize independence 
of dispersion in the rapidity distributions are in complete 
contradiction with the tube swdel approaches where a hadron-
tube interaction i s considered identical to that of hadron-
nucleon collisions occurring at a higher energy which 
corresponds to C.»'. energy of hadron-tube collisions. 
Tht change in tht shape of the rapidity distribution and 
tho shift in tht centroid of the txetat particles with 
increasing targat t i to contradict tho coll ision pleturos 
l ike dlffractlvt excitation and energy flux cascado where 
slow axel tad atatas or soft hadrons produced art identical 
and tht centra id of tha distribution of oxeoss particles 
should romalu unchangod. 
In chapter IV an analysis of the data regarding tha mean 
normalized multiplicity and multiplicity distributions in 
tarns of created charged particles i s given. This i s in 
view of tha fact that the analyses of the data, generally 
carried out* are not in accordance with tho definition 
used by theoretical models. In hadron-nuclson collisions 
the total charged multiplicity, ^ft -h^ • which contains 
al l tho particles In the final state has boon considered 
in analyses. Tho cooresponding quantity considered in 
hadron-nucleus collisions i s tho number of shower particlee 
with relative velocity (9>0.T ( < n § > ) . Thus two dissimilar 
quantities have been compared. This affects tho conclusions 
drawn regarding the energy and mate number dependence of 
tho mean normalized rult ipl ic i ty as well as the JCNO-llke 
sealing in multiplicity distribution* in tho 
two coll is ion!. Tho avorgoo number of charged 
particles created in pp and p-nucleus collisions 
are given respectively as /i*cn> • 1« 33 snd n^§> - 0,67 
and in Ap and * -nucleus collisions nfih> . 1,4 and 
N'ng> - 0.5. The tar gat s i to dopondonco of tho moan 
norma H i ad multiplicity, RA, has boon expressed in two 
forma, A dopondonco of tho form RA» A gives °< » 0.17^0.02 
In p-nucleus collisions and 0. i2S+0.0?8 in A -nucleus 
coll isions. A dopondtnco of tho form R. • i • b A8 givoo 
a and b almost aamo in the two casos but tho valuo of c 
comas out to bo equal to 1/3 in tho case of p-nuclaus 
collisions and 1/4 in A -nucleus coll isions. However, tho 
valuta of c aro in accordance with tho lnolastic cress-
soctions in p-nucleus and 7T-nucleus coll isions. Comtequently, 
i f wo tako A ^ W V P A and A1^4- V*A, whoro V is tho numbor 
of collisions insido tho nucleus, then tho moan normalised 
multiplicity may bo oxprossod as RA • a-fbV. This shows that 
like in hadron-nucieon coll is ions, tho multiplicity of particle* 
in hadron-nucleus collisions i s also lndopondont of tho quantum 
numbors of tha incident particloa and dapanda only upon V , 
tha offoctlvo number of collisions insido tho nuclous, a 
rosult which i s oxpocted from al l tho collisions plcturos. 
With these values of V , the dependence of HA In 
tho form of A* gives »imply H ^ y * / 2 . By analysing 
the data in term* of the created charged parti el at, 
i t hat boen found that tha multiplicity distributions 
in al l tho hadron-nueloon and hadron-mi clous collisions 
»ay bo roprosontod by a single scaling function Y (Z») * 
[ 2« Exp .Z*] ^ with <* • a. 13. Tho simplicity of tho 
scaling function and only ono constant involved art worth 
noticing. Tha function describes the data on multiplicity 
distributions in al l tho collisions at energies frost 2$ GaV 
to up to the highest ISR energies available at present. 
In chap tor v a inodal for mul tip article production 
has baon proposed. In tha centre*of<»nass system of the 
colliding particles tho target and tho projectile are assusiod 
to pass through each other sharing anorgias allowed by 
kinetratical constraints. Thus in a pp coll ision the onorgy 
associatad with each i s y s ( S boing square of tho 
—
 2 
C.M. energy) which i s taken to bo tho real variable that 
governs tho number of particles produced in tha final stats* 
In cast of hadron*nucleus collisions tha projectile and tho 
target of V nuclaons lying in a (Lorentr contracted)tube 
pass through each other sharing energies
 s /s^ . whoro 
* 
SA • v s . Before the final eta to particle* emerge fro» 
th«a« eye tea*, tha constituent* of tha target, i . e . , theV 
nucleen* shara equally tha energy associated with tha 
target and becoaie centree from which final atata parti el at 
a tan out. Tha axpraaaion for tha naan nornalized multi-
o i l city deduced on tha batit of this pietura ia given by 
by R^ . V T u, ,
 t where ^ ia tha nueber of eolliaiona inaidt 
tha miclaua and < U determined from tha anargy dependence of 
Multiplicity in eie*entary eolliaiona ( n - S )• However, i t ia 
found that RA ia oaaantially Ineattaltiva to tha value* of <* 
In wida range of target Meeee, Taking the energy dependence 
of nult ipl ieity in hadron-nueleon eolliaiona aa log*rithade, 
i t ia found that R A - (K * fc - J ^ ) • (*f - fc \^§ )^ where 
S ia tho aquara of CM. energy in hadron-nueleon eolliaiona. 
The predicted value* of RA ere in eoaplete agreenent with the 
experinental valuaa. The mdel expialne the nuclear scaling 
and the preaanee of loading par t ic lea. The observed angular 
dlatributiona are ee tie factorily explained in tors* of the 
preaent nodal. The particlea ateaasing out fren the 
projectile ahall appear in the forward henlephere of the 
CM, aye teen The particle* emerging froai each of 
the !' entitiea ahall appear in the backward heedopher*. 
°\ 
Sine* energy associated with each of the V entities 
•^  «*— - * ) depends upon V
 ( the rapidity 
distribution of excess particles will depend upon V - the 
control* thlftln9 towards lowor raplditlos with inext*ting 
target size, This result can not bt explained fro* any of 
tho oxisting models. The modsi further predicts that tht 
dispersion In tho rapidity distributions should remain 
essentially independent of targot s i to whleh Is In agreement 
with tho experimental observations. Tho model can bo easily 
extended to nucleus-nucleus collisions. Tho expression for 
*A for tho case of nucleus-nucleus collisions has boon 
obtained. 
In chapter VI some remarks regarding the 
experimental results and tho model proposed are made. 
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Prtfaet 
Tht work described in thlf thesis dealt with a study 
of multlpartlcle production process in high-energy hsdronic 
col l i t ions. An experimental investigation hat boon carriod 
out using NIKFI-R nucloar onultlon oxpotod to 50 GoV/c 
negative pion beam. Stress hat boon ttado to analytt the data 
In terms of roally croatod charged particles. A now phono* 
ra«nological approach hat boon made to understand tho rotultt 
on multipaxtiele production. 
Chaptor I doalt with tho Introductory romarkt and tho 
importance of tho protont problem. Chap tor II doalt with a 
briof review of variout modelt propotod to explain tho 
experimental rotultt on multiptrticle production. 
In chapter III experimental rotultt on hadron-nucleus 
coll lt iont are given. In section A of thlt chapter are given 
the rotultt on proton-nucleus coll lt iont from other experiments. 
The results of the present experiment are given in tection B 
of thlt chapter. DotalIt tbout the well known emulsion technique 
have been avoided. Rotultt have been crit ical ly analysed to test 
the various collisions pictures. 
In chapter V an analysis of the deta in terms of created 
charged particles is given. Multiplicity distributions In pp, 
p-nucleua, Up and A-nucleus collisions have been described by 
a single new scaling function. Results have been discussed 
in terms of various collision* pictures. 
In chaptor V a model for multipartlcle production In 
high-energy hadronlc collisions has boon proposed. Prediction* 
of the model have been compered with the experimental 
results, 
Some remarks regarding the experimental results and 
the model proposed are made in chapter VI. Further experi-
mental tests of the model are also suggested* 
* • » * » 
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CHAPTER I 
Introduction 
The study of multiparticle production in high energy 
hadronlc Interactions nay enable us to understand tho processes 
involved in these In frac t ions which has rtLovanca in under* 
s tending the the hadronlc structure* Like many othar develop* 
ments in part ic le physics, tha f i r a t studiaa on partic le 
production vara made in coaade ray investigations using 
avulsion technique* In tha early stages thare waa a controversy 
whether the multipartiele production was a truely elementary 
phenomenon taking place in nucleon-nucleon co l l i s ions or waa i t 
a cascade e f fect in nuclear targets of s ingle pion production 
in nucleon-nucleon co l l i s ions? ' After i t waa known that 
multipart!cle production does take place In nucleon-nucleon 
c o l l i s i o n , i t became clear from the cosmic ray studiaa I t s e l f 
that nuclear targets produce only a weak multiplicative affect* 
Thua the cascade theory f e l l into doubt quite earl ier and tube 
nodel approaches were proposed. Excellent reviews with regards 
to experimental and theoretical s ituations both ^f given by 
Perkins and Mleaowicsf The r e l i a b i l i t y of cosmic ray results 
has always remained open to doubt because of the fact that the 
nature sa well aa the energy of the Incident part ic le i s not 
known correctly. The estlnatlen of the energy of the 
prlnary through the observed behaviour of tho secondaries 
and a priori assuned nechanlsn of nultipertlcle production 
loads to uncortaintioo ~ 30-50* and occasionally up to 100* 
when tho energy i s quits high. Thus tho vsry basic Input 
information becomes doubtful. 
with tho development of accelerators, tho interest in 
ths studios of multlparticie production was revived because 
accelerators provide beans of desired particles with 
controlled energies and fluxes. However, the attention was 
mostly paid to hadron*nueleen collision studies because there 
were no reasons to expect that the use of nuelesr targets 
for the study of nultlpartlcle production would aeon anything 
but unnecessary complication* specially at a stage when no 
appropriate theory of multiple scattering, which could account 
for the nuclear effects correctly, was available. I t was 
believed that the studies on hadron-nudeon collisions alone 
could provide a l l informations about the nechanlsn of nulti-
particle production and thus i t was considered unwise to go 
through the complex and rather Messy affairs involved In 
hadron»nucleua coll isions. Sone of the results which nay be 
a 
noted fron the studies on hadron-nucloon collisions are the 
following. The ineraaaa of the average charged multiplicity 
'
 nch • w l t h 9t%**9Y l f moderata and essentially indepandent 
of tha quantum numbers of particles in tha ineidant channel. 
nfin expressed aa S, where £ la tha lab.energy of tha 
Ineidant particle, glvea << - 1/3 «& • Tha dapandanea nay ba 
taken Iogarithnlc aa wall. Tha average transverse monentua 
of tha aecondary partlclas,< pA> , ia aaaantlally energy 
independent! 0 ^ > ^ 0*3 - 0,4 GaV/c in a qulta wide energy 
rang*. Tha angular distribution! of taeondariaa ara almost 
symmetrical In tha forward and tha backward healapherea In 
tha cantre-of-naee (CM.) ayataai. Tho s tat i s t ica l 1 , hydra* 
dynamical11 and two fireball1 2 models pradict tho ineraaaa 
of multiplicity aa S , whara S ia tha aquara of C.»'. anargy. 
Tha isobar pionixation13 and tha randoai fragmentation1 models 
pradict thla ineraaaa aa S . Tha raultiperlpheral**1 modal 
and tha Faynman Scaling laad to Iogarithnlc ineraaaa of 
multiplicity with S. Sxeapt for tha atatiatleal modal a l l tho 
models can axplaln tha obaorvad raaulta on tranavaraa momentum 
and angular distributions. Thus, apparently i t seems that 
apart frost aoae constants involved in tho axpraaalona for 
multiplicity ate. a l l of tha collision pictures nay bo aatunad 
o 
to oparata in aona onorgy ranga ( i f not in tha whole anargy 
range). Thus almost similar outcomes froa apparently different 
ideas makes all the collision picturat dubious. So tha 
question arises as to whara tha ambiguity lias? One reason 
is that tha informations available from hadron-nudeon 
collision experiments alone ara not sufficient to taat 
these models. 
In hadron-nuclaon collision the only directly 
observable information is that on the asymptotic state 
produced. Some information about what happens in the early stages 
of the interaction can be obtained from a detailed study of 
finally produced particles. For example, by looking at 
correlations between various particles one can deduce if the 
particles are decay products of resonances or clusters. 
This kind of analysis becomes more and more difficult and 
model dependent as the energy of interaction and subsequent 
number of particles produced increases. To obtain direct 
information about the developments in the early stage* of 
the production process, it is necessary to interfere with 
the process as it is taking place. The mean fr9% path of 
the incident hadron at sufficiently high energy it ~ 2 fm, 
sufficiently small compared to nuclear dimeniona (diameter 
of Ag nucleus — 11 fm). Thus nuclei can be conveniently 
used as the analyser of multipartleie production procesa. 
If the multipartleie final state is formed immediately after 
tht co l l i s i on , i . e . , In a distanced nucleon a l l * than 
each of tha partielaa produced in tha f irat co l l i s ion wi l l 
interact with tha downstream nuelaona in tha nucleus and 
an intera-nuelear eaacada wi l l develop. On tha other hand, 
auppoaa that in tha i n i t i a l hadron-nucleon co l l i s ion tha 
final atata part ic les ara not formed unti l diatancaa — 
nuclear dimensions than tha outcome of hadron-nucleus 
co l l i s ion wi l l bo qui to difforant. In the former tha 
mult ipl ic i ty wi l l grow rapidly with tha energy and the s ize 
of the target nucleus, whereas in the lat ter the growth, 
i f any, w i l l be a slow function of energy and target s ixe . 
The momentum and tha angular distributions of produced 
particles in hadron-nueleus co l l i s ions w i l l be quite 
different in the two cases. Thus one can hope that nuclear 
phenomenon permits a gllmee of underlying dynamics that 
can not be aeen in free hadron-nucleon co l l i s i ons . In thia 
sense tha nucleus acta at a space-time development analyser 
of multl par t i d e production process.17 The internal dynamics 
of tha nucleua i s , to a good approximation, irrelevant 
beeauee character!atic nuclear periods involved are very 
long compared to the time aeale over which the hadronic 
production proceaa develops. 
The above idea has resulted In a revival of 
interests In hadron*nucleus Interaction ttudlat. The 
to 
success of Glauber's theory of multiple scattering in 
incorporating the nuclear effects encouraged the situation. 
Consequently, a number of experiments have been perforated 
10 during the recent years* but mostly with proton as 
projectile, various characteristics of hadron-nucleue 
interactions (tuch aa those described In chapter III) have 
been analysed to draw tentative conclusions. The f irst 
measure of the development of production process Is a 
quantity RA, often referred to aa the mean normalized 
multiplicity, defined as the ratio of the number of particles 
produced in hadron-nucleus collisions to those produced in 
hadron-nucleon collisions at the seme energy of the 
incident hadron. It has been reported that the value of 
HA Increases slowly with energy upto E ^  70-100 GeV and 
thereafter attains essentially a constant value equal to A 
with < 2- 0.13-f. 15; which is a very weak depenee on target 
size. This has forced us to revise our Ideas about the 
multlpartlcle production process in elementary collisions. 
If the particles are produced immediately after the 
collision, they would pass through several «ean free paths 
of nuclear matter, generating a cascade, and thereby the 
1 
resulting value of R. would bo sufficiently largo > Ar 
Since tho value of RA It snail, ono must assune either some 
suppression mechanism or that fast particles do not appear 
at or near tho point of collision. There is, however, 
another way to understand the above result* For certain 
period of tine, the hadrons produced Inside the nucleus 
turn out to be "bare" or • semibare" (i.e., totally or 
partially free from mesonlc field arround them) so that their 
interaction with internal nucleons is much weaker than 
between hadrons clad by normal field? This is essentially 
equivalent to saying that particles become physical well 
outside the nucleus. However, due to the absence of any 
rigorous theory capable of describing the development of 
interaction process in tine, only qualitative analysis bated 
on phenonenologlcal models becomes possible. Several collision 
pictures (as described in the next chapter) have been 
envisaged which, in common with each other, assune the multi-
particle final state to reach through intermediate stages. 
These pictures may be broadly grouped into two classes* One 
class consists of those in which the initial channel particles 
after the collision lose their Identity and when they appear 
in the final state they are also considered as produced 
c 
part ic les . The other class consists of those in which 
the i n i t i a l channel part ic les do not los t their identity 
(•xctpt for some quantum nunber exchange) and appear in 
tho final t ta ta as non-created part ic les . Thus tha 
predictions of thoso co l l i s ion pictures with tho experi-
mentally obsorvod valuta of R should bo eoaparod cautionsiy. 
In general, tho roportod valuos of H, from oxporinontal 
obsarvations hava not boon as t i ma tod In accordance with 
oithor class of tho co l l i s ion pictures. What haa bean dono 
i s that aA i s takon equal to Jn wy , whoro ^nf> i» tho 
average number of charged particlos obsorvod in hadron-
nucUua co l l i s ions with re lat ive velocity^ ^0.7 and <nch> 
i s the total number of charged partic les obsorvod in the 
final s tate of hadron-nucleon co l l i s ions at the saipo energy. 
Thus, generally two dissimilar quantities have been compared. 
Tho discrepancy la not much signif icant at extremely high 
energies when the number of particles produced la large but 
i s quite s ignif icant at lower energies. In order to have 
proper eoaiparison of HA with the predicted values of various 
co l l i s i on pictures, a modifled analysis of RA Has been 
carried out in chapter IV taking R as the ratio of either 
total or only created par t i c U s in the final s ta te of hedron-
nucleon and hadron-nucieus co l l i s i ons . Tho modified analysis 
in terms of created particle* leads to tome further 
regular i t ies . As reported by several workers a KNO-like 
ecailng, at observed In hadron-nucleon co l l i s i ons , ex i s t s 
in th« mult ipl ic i ty distribution of hadron-nucleus 
co l l i s ions alto* Moat of the reported analysis of the <*«ta 
indicate that though the functional form of the scaling 
function at used to f i t the mult ipl ic i ty distribution of 
hadron-nucleon co l l i s ions remains the same in the case of 
hadron-nucleus c o l l i s i o n s , the constants occurring in the 
sealing function take values different froai those of hadron-
nucleon co l l i s i ons . The deviation might bo attributed to 
nuclear e f fec t s . However,** find that i f the analysis i t 
carried out In terms of the created part ic les , the 
discrepancy i t removed. 
A very important aspect of multiparticle production 
which may distinguish between dlfforent class of co l l i s ion 
pictures i s the .angular or rapidity distribution of particles 
produced. Unfortunately, the amount of data available at 
high energies i s not suff ic ient to draw unambiguous 
conclusions. Further, the ttudiot particularly with respect 
to angular and mult ipl ic i ty distribution of secondaries 
produced in hadron-nucleus co l l i s ions are not much detailed. 
The s i tuation in case of pi on-nucleus co l l i s ions i t even worse. 
Compared to proton-nucleus co l l i s ions pion-nucleus col l i s ions 
art much lose studied. In fact, vary few exporiaonts have 
boon performed to far. I t i s s t i l l not clear whether tho 
behaviour of part ic les produced, with regards to tho »e*n 
normalised mult ipl ic i ty , tho mult ipl ic i ty distributions and 
tho angular distributions e t c . , in pro ton-nucleus and p ion-
nucleus co l l i s ions i s identical or thoro are some differences. 
wo havo carried out a detailed experimental investigation of 
tho interactions of 50 GeV/c A -mesons with emulsion-nuclei. 
Tho rosults obtained are ?iven in chapter III (Section 8} 
and compared with tho predictions of the various co l l i s ion 
pictures. 
An analysis of tho data in terms of created charged 
part ic les has been given In chapter IV. 
Tho experimental rosults indicate that nono of existing 
models are capable of describing tho data on multipartlcle 
production sa t i s fac tor i ly . In chapter v wo propose a model 
for multipartiele production which i s capable of explaining 
most of the experimental observations. The model «ay be 
eas i ly extonded to nucleus* nuclous c o l l i s i o n s . 
In chapter VI some remarks regarding the experimental 
results and the model proposed are made. 
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CHAPTER II 
Models of Multlpsrtlele Production 
7,1 Introduction 
In order to explain various experimental results 
on multipart!cle production • largo number of models 
have boon proposed from t ins to time and now this number 
has become too largo to go thorugh a l l of than one by one. 
More we confine our attention only to those which in 
addition to explaining some of main experimental results 
of hadron-nucleus co l l i s ions are simple and at the same 
time suf f ic ient ly general. A broad c la s s i f i ca t i on 1 has 
generally boon made according to the part ic le production 
being a * turned to be instantaneous or delayed thorugh the 
formation of intermediate s ta te / s ta te s . In the former class 
of models, known as the ' s ingle step models' - e.g. the 
earl ier multiperipheral models* and the Bremmsstrahlung 
a 
model , cascading i s obvious in co l l i s ion with a nuclear 
target. In the lat ter class of models known as the * double 
step models' cascading i s suppressed due to the formation 
of Intermediate s ta te / s ta tes of well defined l i f e time/times 
that in general decay outside the nucleus due to the time 
di lat ion ef fect . The double step models may be further 
subdivided Into two groups. Ont group i s of the 
models where the incident part ic le i s assumed to 
interact successively with a number of micleons inside 
the nucleus, along i t s trajectory, and thereby generates 
i n t e r r e l a t e s tates . The nuclear mult ipartlcit f inal 
s tate i s thus a superposition of the independent contributions 
from a l l these s ta tes . The other group i s of those models 
where the incident part ic le i s assumed to interact co l lect ive ly 
with a l l the nucleotis a lorn i t s trajectory and forms a single 
system which f inal ly contributes towards multipart!cle final 
s tate . The two f irebal l models9***, the dif fract ive 
exc i ta t ionwdeE . the energy flux cascade model • etc . 
f a l l under the former group *nd the s t a t i s t i c a l model , the 
18 \ydrodynamical model and a number of recently developed 
19— 24 tube models come under the lat ter group. We shal l , 
hex ever, discuss here only the diffract ive excitat ion, the 
energy flux cascade, the hydrodynamical and the coherent 
tube models. 
Although, we know that the inter -nuclear cascade 
model i s no longer acceptable regarding the results of 
hadron-nucleus co l l i s ions (see Chapter I } , we shall consider 
i t , in a b i t de ta i l , jus t to see how badly i t f a l l s and how 
i t leads to double step models. 
So*e of the recently developed tnultlperlphersi 
moduli25"?6and their parton treatment27"28 , which at 
f i r s t s ight look quit* fascinating involve a long chain 
of assumptions (that are hard to tos t experiaientally) 
and s t i l l have no def inite quantitative oredictions 
recording the main experimental result* of hsdron-nucleus 
co l l i s ion? , hive not been considered. 
9,7 The interanuciear cascade model. 
This model i s b«J«ed on the assumption that the 
multJ par t i d e f inal s tate in a hadron-nucieon co l l i s ion 
i s reached immediately after the c o l l i s i o n , i . e . , in a 
distance ^ nucleon t i z e . Subject to a hadrort-nucleus 
co l l i s ion the incident part ic le wil l interact successively 
with a number of nucleon* inside the nucleus producing 
secondaries at each co l l i s ion , -ach of these secondaries 
further interact with the downstream nucleons in the nucleus 
producing tert lar ies and so on. Thus an interanuciear cascade 
wi l l develop. As the s i ze of the target nucleus Increases 
the probability of secondary interactions increases. Thus a 
strong dependence of the final s tate particles on the target 
s i t e i s expected «t the energy of the incident particle 
increar•**. AS the size of the target nucleus 
Increases the average transverse momentum, P^ » 
the mean Inelasticity (the fraction of the primary 
energy going with secondaries), <^K> . and the 
dispersion in the distribution of secondaries increases. 
The model predicts a large and energy dependent value 
of the »ean number of heavy prongs, ^ N/> , where Nh 
represents the number of particles with relative velocity 
0 C 7 . A S we shall see in the next chapter, neither 
of these predictions agree with the experimental results. 
To improve the predictions of the model certain adhoc 
assumptions are made. Thus it is assumed that; 
( 1) the interaction cross section for secondary hadrons 
inside the nucleus is sufficiently smaller than the 
corresponding Interaction cross section for free 
nucleons. 
(11) only a small fraction of secondary particles 
contribute to cascading and the remaining particle* 
interact collectively. 
However, the first assumption is equivalent to 
assuming either local reduction in the density of nucleons 
in the nucleus or partial loss of normal field of secondary 
had r on 8. Agreements with experiments up to energies 
<^  70 Gev have been achieved through the former 
assumption; ** Quantitative estimations through 
la t ter one are d i f f i c u l t due to the absence of any 
rigorous f ie ld theory. 
The second assumption Is equivalent to a model 
involving a leading particle and a cluster showing a 
a weak interaction with the nuclear matter. In the 
f i r s t approximation this assumption leads to a dependence 
of the mean mult ipl ic i ty of created part ic les on target 
s i t e A n ^ A* / 0 
I t may be interesting to note that the above 
two assumptions that are necessary to improve the 
predictions of the model are essent ia l ly equivalent 
to the introduction of an extended virtual phase and 
therefore, i t i s better to treat the virtual phase 
direct ly in space*time, i . e . , part ic le production through 
intermediate s ta tes . 
7 .3 .1 The dlf fract ive excitation model 
The intermediate states are assumed to be generated 
by the dlffract ive excitation of the beam and target 
part ic les** 1 ? " 1 4 . in the f i r s t co l l i s i on two excited objects 
are produced- a slow one and a fast on*, Because of 
the t in* di lat ion at high enough energies the l i f e 
time of the fast object exceeds the time of transit 
thorugh the nucleus and thus the fast object contributes 
to the final s tate part ic les only after i t has l e f t 
the nucleus. The fast object continues through the nuclear 
natter with a mean free path identical to that of the 
incident part ic le «nd in the subsequent co l l i s ion produces 
another slow excited object. Thus in V successive col l is ions 
Inside the nucleus one fast and y s l o w excited objects are 
formed. Interactions of slow excited objects , i f any, may 
be ignored as far as generation of new states 1* concerned. 
They a l l decay to give r i se to ^ <n> secondaries, where 
<^n> i s the average number of particles produced in hadron-
nucleon co l l i s ions at the same energy of the incident 
particle . Thus the 'mean normalized mul t ip l i c i ty ' , d , which 
i s the rat io of the average number of particles produced in 
had ron-nucleus co l l i s ions to that produced in h<* iron-nucleon 
c o l l i s i o n s at the same energy, »ty be given as 
*A " 2 ( A * V ) 
where y i s the average number of co l l i s i ons inside the 
nucleus. 
The i&odttl predicts essent ia l ly an energy independent 
value of RA on target s i ze A. This should, however, be 
deer ed as the limiting value of R. which any such two 
centre model can predict. At truely high energies the 
secondary Interactions of the so called slow excited objects can 
not be overlooked and thus a cascading i s always suspected, 
The model or edicts essent ia l ly target s ize independent value 
of <K> and <^ p.> . The predictions of the nodel regarding 
the angular distribution of part ic les produced have been 
discussed below alongwlth that of the enei-jy flux cascade model. 
?. 3. ? The energy flux cascade model. 
In this inodel i t i s assumed 1 5 f i that the energy 
flux of the hadronic natter i s the essential variable that 
determines the early evolution of the system. Subsequent 
to a hadronic co l l i s ion an energy flux i s formed which has 
rapidity distribution within i t exactly similar to that of 
the observed asymptotic distribution of the produced partic les . 
(This i s achieved by projecting the observed asymptotic flux 
backward in time via the c lass ica l trajectories of the free 
par t i c l e s , i . e . , the model treats the observed hadron-nudeon 
final s tate spectrum as an input parameter.) A« the time 
proceeds, the energy flux expands, with the faster component 
«> 
forming the head or so called *hard hadron* and slower 
component a* tail or "soft hadron*. Any portion af the 
energy flux it assumed to act like a real hadron in the 
subsequent collisions if its spatial thickness is equal 
to the characteristic thickness of a single hadron in 
its rest frame. Thus in a hadron-nucleus collision the 
energy flux produced in the first collision of the Incident 
particle with a nucleon of the nucleus expands and after 
one wean free path it corresponds to two hadrona- a hard one 
with approximately full energy and a soft one with energy ~ 
ii . 2n the next collision only the hard hadron generates 
an energy flux which again gives one soft hadron and essentially 
the original hard hadron. In this way after y successive 
collisions one hard and V soft hadrone are produced. The 
soft hadrons do not produce energy flux except oerhaps at 
very high energies and cascading, if any, is, therefore, 
inhibited. 
Rapidity ( V ) 3 ^ distribution of secondaries 
steaming fror^  soft and hard hadrons is shown in figure 1 
in arbitrary units. Considered in the rapidity space each 
of the soft h dron is equivalent to a rapidity slice whose 
thickness Is equal to l/3 y, where y represents the total 
rapidity width. The rest of the y soace Is associated with 
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the hard hadron. Taking the energy dependence of the 
wean multiplicity in hadronlc cellieiont at -InS, where 
S U th.
 S,u,r, ,f <... .„„,y. an l„t.,.»tion of f* 
over y gives the mean normalized multiplicity, HA> »* 
RA - i • I c 
Thus the model predicts essentially energy independent 
value of 3 in agreement with the experimental results. The 
forward part of the rapidity spectrum for all y > y/- in 
hadron-nucleus collision is identical to that of hadron-
nueleon collisions. The excess of the particles appears 
only in the lower rapidity region - y ^V/3 • or at larger 
angles, tince all the soft hadrons are identl c*l ,1. e., acquire 
equal rapidity space, the shape of the rapidity distribution 
of the excess particles should remain unchanged as the site 
of the target nucleus increases. In other words, the centroid 
of the excess particles Is fixed Irrespective of the target 
mars. The dispersion of the rapidity distribution of particles 
produced in hadron-nucleus collision remains unchanged with 
increasing target site and is equal to that obs rved in 
hadron-nucleon collisions. 
The separation between the soft and hard 
components of the energy flux at ^ is arbitrary. 
A more general description nay be given by taking the 
separation point at TW 3 3» Then the value of RA is 
given by 
RA • (1-lj) • n \7 
For it * 1/2 the predictions of the modal are same as 
that of the diffract! ve excitation model. The discussion 
given above i s valid also for the dlffract ive excitation 
model by taking the separation point at % instead of %* 
between the sof t and hard components. The modal gives very 
weak dependence of<K> on A and can explain energy Independence 
of <Nh> and ^px> . 
7 .4 .1 The hydrodynamical model. 
t o 
The hydrodynamical model was proposed by Blenkij 
and Landau in 1936. According to this model a hadron»h*dron 
co l l i s ion Is considered as a perfectly ( ine las t i c ) central 
co l l i s i on in which two Lorentz contracted discs hi t each 
other so hard that they arrest each other and coalesce to 
form a t ingle system of continuous hadronic matter l ike a 
fluid. After the co l l i s ion the matter expands hydrodynamically 
and tht outflow continue* unt i l i t t density fa l l s to the 
characteristic density of hadronic matter. At this stag* 
tho system starts decaying giving r i se to the real physical 
particles in accordance with the laws of s t a t i s t i c a l thermo-
1/4 dynamics. The average mult ipl ic i ty i s given as < n > ^ S ' , 
where S i s the square of C.&. energy in hadron-hadron 
co l l i s i ons . 
In case of hadron*nucleus co l l i s i on , at suff ic ient ly 
high energies, the s ingle hadronic system formed during f i r s t 
interaction of the incident hadron with a nucleon of the 
nucleus Interact* further with next nucleon along i t s trajectory 
before the expansion phase i s over (due to the tine dilation) 
and a Lorenta contracted bigger system of hadronic natter i s 
formed. In the next subsequent co l l i s ion the phenonenon repeats 
i t s e l f and in this way the incident par t i c l e , in effect ,cuts 
out a tube of hadronic matter of radius equal to that of 
Interaction radius. I f there are V nucleons In the tube a 
coalesced hadronic body of ( V + l ) hadrons i s formed. This 
hadronic body decays outside the nucleus into real part ic les . 
The mass number dependence of the mean normalized 
mult ipl ic i ty obtained by Blenklj and Landau on the basis of 
tht above model for proton-nucleus co l l i s ions i t 
expressed as RA ^ A . More refined estimates 
load to a value of HA ~ A ' i 5 3 4 . The model predicts 
tht rapidity distribution of par t idos to bo Gaussian 
In shapo, i t s width increasing with increasing target 
s i so. Further deta i l s about tho rapidity distribution 
are given alonqwith tho coherent tube models. 
Some of tho results predicted on the basis of tho 
above picture agree with tho experimental resul ts . However, 
tho extreme real ization of always perfectly central col l i s ions 
whore two hadrona h i t each other so hard that they arrest 
each other and intermingle together to form a s ingle s tate of 
continuous hsdronic matter i s an over approximation of the 
35-37 
real s i tuation. For, frow the dt9p ine las t i c scattering studies 
i t i s known that co l l i s ions are dominantly sof t in tho sense 
that only small energy-momentum transfer takes place. The 
extreme situation visualised in the model leadJ to largo 
transverse momentum events. In fact , this idea has been 
21 24 
recently uted by Fredriksson and &eng-ta-Chung to explain 
some of tho largo transverse momentum events (the so called 
* v io lent col l i s ions*) in hadr on- nucleus co l l i s i ons . 
Tho model can not explain the leading part ic le effect 
and ine la s t i c i t y . The model predicts <K> close 
to unity in a l l the co l l i s ions . Tho val id i ty of 
the model (regarding tht s t a t i s t i c a l treatment) i s 
questionable below lOCO ^eV38. 
2, A,7 Coherent tube models. 
The central id*a of this class of hadron-tube 
co l l i s ion models19"94 i s that at suf f ic ient ly high 
energies a lorentx contracted tube of V nucleons (of 
longitudinal thickness ^ characteristic hadronic thickness 
in the rest fra*e of the incident hadron) i s considered *s 
structureless medium acting ef fect ive ly l ike a s ingle target 
( the so caiUd »blg h a d r o n * i 2 0 ) . A hadron-effective target 
co l l i s ion ^ i s considered exactly Identical to that of hadron-
nucleon co l l i s ion occuring at higher C.?... enerqytysj^^ 
y v ^ S ^ ) , i . e . , the whole of the hadron-tube mul tip ar t i c l e 
final s tate spectrum i s simply a hadron-nucieon multlparticle 
final s tate spectrum at some higher energy ( the so called 
•universality hypothes i s 2 2 ' 2 3 ) . Some of the immediate 
consequence* of the approach are as follows. 
The mean mult ipl ic i ty of particles in hadron-mid eon 
co l l i s ions may be expressed to r i se as S
 # with <* ^ 0.2-C. 3, 
or —InS", i t follows that mean normalized mult ipl ic i ty 
may be given as RA ^ y or j ^ 1* Ijj ^ . *:ince the 
average nw*ber of co l l i s ions i t ^ A for proton-nucleus 
col l i s i or s , i t la expected that K. should remain constant 
V^N A • - A i f power depence i s considered. The dependence 
i« too weak to be compatible with the experimental results . 
The expected rapidity distribution of particles Is 
shown in figure ? in arbitrary units . Subject to a hadren-
nucleus co l l i s ion the range of the rapidity distribution 
increases by an amount XnV at the l e f t end of the distribution, 
since S ^ -£ V S ^ . Thus the centre of the distribution 
shi f ts by an amount l /2 m y compared to the position of 
hadron-nucleon C.M.(due to the motion of the C.M. ) . The sh i f t 
in the position of the centre of the distribution i s in close 
agreement with the evoerimental resul ts . The dispersion, 
D(y) [» ( <y?> - <y>2 )i/7] , of the y distribution should 
increase with increasing target s i t e . Since D^(y) varies as 
^ y , i t i s cle*r from the figure that 
P? ( y ) ^ _ I n VS ^ le constant lr\\J 
D2 (y ) h N In s 
at a given energy of the incident part i c l e 3 9 . This result 
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It a l to a consequence of the universality hypoth#«it 
according to which D(y) in hadron-nucleus co l l i s ions 
at energy E should bt same as that observed in hadron-
nucloon co l l i s ions at higher energy m VB. Since 
experimentally i t i s found that D( y) in hadron-nucleon 
co l l i s ions increases with increasing energy i t follows 
that D(y) in hadron*nucleus co l l i s ions should increase 
with increasing target s i so If tht universality hypothesis 
i s true. Tho abovo discussion regarding tho rapidity 
distribution a lso holds for the hydrodynanical model. 
Tho universality (or hadron-big hadron col l i s ion) 
hypothesis. If confirmed, wi l l be of tremendous consequence* 
bringing us above the present kinematlcal U n i t s by turning 
Ifa into heavy ion co l l i s i on beans. Careful analysis of the 
experimental data i s , therefore, necessary in order to test 
the hypothesis. 
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CHW»TBt III 
So»e characteristics of hadron-nucleus interactions 
3.1 Introduction 
Hadron-nucleua interactions at high energies have 
boon experimentally investigated using ottinly nucLotr 
emulsions ox cop t for o few experiments where counter and 
bubblo chamber tochnlquoo have boon uaod. Tho nucloax 
emulsions consist mainly of H.CNO and AgBr groups of 
elements, Approximately 71* of tho intoractions occur with 
hoovy nuelol - AgSr (A - 94), 29* with l ight nuclti-CNO 
( A - 1 4 ) and only 4% with hydrogen. Nuclear emulsions novo 
unique ionitation and spatial resolution and can rosolvo 
•vonts in spaco by a fow microns. Tho advantage with 
emulsion la that i t provides several other infers*tione 
about tho interaction proeoao which no other technique can 
provide. For example, when a particle interacts with an 
emulsion nucleus, not only tho foot particle* but alee tho 
low and medium energetic particles are recorded. Tho event la 
termed as star because of i t* character la t ic look in tho 
emulsion. The slow, Medlust and energetic particles »f 
characterised according to the lonliation which they cause 
in passing through emulsion. All the slew particle track* 
with ionization more than 10 I . where IA i t tht ioni-
© o 
sation caused by primary ara called black (this corresponds 
to tho ralative velocity f ' 0 . 3 for singly charged particiaa) 
and denoted by %. Tho medium ionising tracka with 1.4 
Ip<I4iO 1^ aro callad gray (corresponding, to 0.3<(8<0.7 or 
proton momentum 220 <p <1000 MoV/e). Thoir number in a 
star is donotod by n . Tho light tracks duo to tho 
onorgotie particles dofinod by I <1.4 I or § > 0.7 aro called 
o 
showor tracks and thoir number in a star is Qiven by n§. 
Tho former two groups addad together are called heavy tracks 
(I >1.4 I 0 ©rP<0.7) and are denoted by Nh. The heavy 
tracks of a star render information about the number of 
collisions inside the nucleus. Thus the nuclear cenalsions 
offer a unique possibility of studying the space* time 
development of production proceaa. The drawback, however, 
lies in the fact that the aeparation of eventa with 
different nuclei is rather ambiguoue. Thus the informations 
obtained, therefrom, about the dependence of various 
parameters on the mass number of the target nucleua is 
rather poor. However, it is hoped that the limitations 
in the results obtained uaing nuclear emulsions may be 
removed in the near future by using pure targets in bubble 
charters. In fact ntonr and carbon'' targata have 
•uceaaafully bean used in bubble chajebera. Raaultt at 
300 GaV using emulsions loaded with tungaten and 
chroaitM tarfata have alae appeared? I t say howavar, ba 
remarked that tha raaulta of thaaa oxpariaonta axe not 
differant from usual emulsion roaulta in any reapect. 
In thla chaptar wa praaont axperiaentally observed 
eharaetariatica of hadron-nucleus coll isions. wa, howavar* 
conflna ourselves to thoaa axparinantal raaulta which, 
at laaat in our viaw, seam to provide a good illustration 
of tha basic problem in tha intaractiona batwoan 
alanantary particlaa and nuclai. In ordar to avoid any 
confusion batwoan proton-nucleus and pion-nuclaua 
collisions wa havo dividtd thia chaptor in two aactiona. 
Section A is davetad to raaulta froai othor experiuenta 
on proten-nucleus coll isions. In section 3 , resulta fro* 
pion-nuclaua collision axperlnents (aainly our own roaulta 
at 50 GeV/c Lab.momentum) *T9 pros en tad. Howavar, aoet of 
the discussions are quite general and valid for both tho 
cases. 
Section A 
3.2 Roaulta froai proton-nucleus collision oxporiaenta. 
3.2.1 Multiplicity of heavy prongs, N n 
It It observed that tht average value of tht number 
of heavy prong*, <CMh> , it large at lowor energies and 
decreases with increaee in onorgy of tht incident particla. 
At energies >20 GtV it attaint ttttntially a constant 
valut (Pig. 1). Tht constancy of N.> hat an important 
consequence, namely, tht avtragt number of collisions 
inside tht nucleus nay bt taktn to bt conttant in tht entire 
•ntrgy range frow 20 GtV onwards. Tht tame constancy hat 
another consequence that all tht single step mechanisms, 
where cascading becomes inevitable, may bt ruled out. Hven 
A ft 
tht most rtfinod cascsde medtl calculations * which art 
capsble of explaining tht avtragt valuta of shower 
multiplicity upto energies 1000 GtV art not able to explain 
thia conttancy even at an energy -100 GtV. Further, a study 
of tho distribution of Nfc reveals that tht dispersion 
D • [<Hh2>- {%y2 1 l n distribution of Nfc it-<Nh>and 
—-JJL.^ 1 romalns conttant independent of energy. This fact 
i t alao againat tht simple cascade evaporation modal. 
3.2.2. Multiplicity of l ight prongs 
Tht avtragt multiplicity of light or shower tracks 
ln al l tht hadron-nucleus collisions rises with energy 
34A 
pig.n D«P^«»I *<h> m 0n**gy* F i g u r* uamn 
tnm Ourtu «tal . 
•onotonically in tho aaao way «• In hadron-nuclaon 
col l i t ions. Tho rolt of tht targtt nu clout in tho 
dovolopaant of multipartlcla production hat in ganatal 
boon ttudiod in ttr«i of tho ratio RA*£ v^ • w»«»*</%,> 
^ oh/ 
i t tho »oan multiplicity of thowor partieiot obtorvod 
in hadron-nucloua collision* and <n
 n> i t tho noon milti-
p l ic i ty of tho chargod particlot in hadron-nuclaon 
collisions at tho tat* sntrgy. Thit ratio hat of ton boon 
roforrod to at tho «oan norwalltod multiplicity. Thua, 
a kind of facteritation i t pottibla and ono can writs 
<>,( E,A)> (a) 
and 
a j E , N j * ••• *' " . V " M ^ O '(E) •«---(b) 
.Ai*««lt<- / n ^ / „ * \ *Vwh' <ncU E) > 
Tho aoeond txprasslon i t tttod bocauso in oaultion 
oxporiaonts mora of ton tho variation of <'n§> ia ttudiod 
with NR and alao tho valuta of NR aro utod to idontify tho 
difforont nuclai. Tho variation of RA with A and Nn at 
obtorvod oxporiaontally ia givon boloar. 
(a) Variation of RA with A 
6*11 I t haa boon r opor tod * that in proton-nuclaus 
3G 
collisions RA ineroaaaa with tnsrgy upto-100 3«V and 
thereafter attaint essentially a constant value equal 
to k with^ s 0.13 (Fig.2,3). The valua of « i t to 
small that tht possibil ity of particla production at 
eawleaged in tha single stop nodele i t ruled out and 
only tha doublo atop mods Is nay ba assumed to dtecxibe 
tho proeett in this energy ranga. I t i t also poaalblo 
l A 
to pareneterlee tha variation of RA at a function of A. 
Tho data indicata that above 100 3«V ono eon succasafully 
wrlto RA - 0.7ft* 0.25 A ^ 3 An analysis of this kind hat 
o boon earrlod out by Babecki who haa oatlmatod RA using 
a sl ightly modifltd expreation for I t . Taking RA=/n r>»Q.B* 
l A c " " 
I t haa boon found that RA ~ 0.72 • 0.28 A"173 fita 
tho data qui to woll at energiet ^100 GtV. Similar analysla 
haa alao boon given by Jain at al7 . Tho abovo rolationthlp 
botwoan RA and A loada ua to soma battar understanding of 
tho proeota. Tho inalastic proton-nucleue colliaion cross. 
o A12 
toetion varies at — A* /a and c o n s t a n t l y tho number of 
iA*3 
collisions lntldo tho micleua at A.'J Thus tho linoar 
ralatlonahip batwoan »A and A*'* oetontially msans that 
<nc> varies linearily with tho number of collisions insids 
tho nuclaus. 
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(b) Variation of RA with Nh 
In the energy range fro* 6.2 GtV and above I t It 
found that RA varies Unearlly with Nh and ont can always 
writa RA » * (E) • ^ (E) Nh, whoro «and ^ aro constants 
at a given energy. Tha relationship la good up to N h -20 
and thereafter a departure froa llnoarlty ia observed 
which hat boon attributed to tha total disintegration of 
tho target nucUut14 ( f ig .4) . Tho valuo of<< (~ I) la 
practically Independent of energy. Tho value of (3 lncreaaea 
with energy frost 6.2 GeV to -70 QeV and thereafter attaint 
essentially t conatant value-0.08. The variation of x and 
p with energy la ahowfi In figure 5. The points at 6.2 and 
22 QeV are taken from ref.15, at 27 GeV fro* rcf . l6 , at 67 
and 200 GeV fro* ref.9, at 300 GeV froa ref.14 and at 1000 
GeV fro* ref.7. From the energy dependence of x and (5 I t 
follow* that RA lncreaaea • lowly with energy up t o - 7 0 QeV 
Mn4 thereafter attain* eaeentlally e conatant value. 
One nay tee froai the result* dlscutted above ( 3.2.1 
and 3.2.2) that the nuclear reeponee aeea* to saturate at 
two different energies. The variation of NR saturates at ~ 
20 GeV whereas the variation of RA aaturates at energies-
70 to 100 Gov. we, however, feel that thla apparent 
discrepancy Is due to sone flaw In the analysis of the data 
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and tharaforo, wt hava takan it up again in tha naxt 
chaptar. 
3.2.3 Nuclatr acaling 
Tht facta axpraaaad by ralationa 3.2.2(a) and 3.2.2(b) 
indicata that for any two anargiaa E x and B^ it ia pottibia 
to hava 
< n . U l » <fnch(E,)> f(E.) 
<nl(4)> '<-S^> -Tn^r^'A1 (,ty)-
Friadlandar at a l 1 7 hava atudiad tha ratio of tha «ulti« 
plicit iaa at differant anargiaa. Thay hava ahewn that at 
tufficiantly high anargiaa i t ia pottibla to wrltt 
I i 2' <n»(E2)> ^ c h ^ ^ h 
with a valut of <* ^Jg . Thlt kind of approximation ia 
poaaibla only whon nuitipliei ti aa thtawalvaa vary aa 1°*. 
Thia bahaviour of V (indapandant of targata involvad) ia 
referred to aa "nuclatr acaling*. I t aaaaia that a atttdy of 
[ (E1/E2) eay provida tha clua towarda tha actual anargy 
dapandanea of amltiplieitiaa. A data Had tnt lyt l t 1 8 of tha 
axpariawttal raaulta ahowa that tha value of "j in tha 
abova axpraaaion i t -J in tha lowar anargy rtgion and aaa»s 
(Til f 
o : 
to saturate at a va lue-^ at extreaely high energies. This 
shows that the energy dapandanca of tha aean »ul tip 11 city 
changea alightly aa the energy incraaaaa. Tha study of 
^(Bj/E^) ia uaeful alao due to the fact that If awitiplieity 
for any targat at a givan energy la known, tho «ulti-
pllcit iaa at other anargiat nay ba predicted. 
3.2.4 ( n g , \ ) and (Nh,V ) ralationahlpa. 
From tho reaults givan In tho pracading toctiona 
tho following ralationahlpa follow automatically 
<\>» ^ ( i ) •b 1 (E) A i / 3 
and 
<fn t>- «2(E) • b2(fi) Nh 
Sinca tha nunbor of col l i t ions, V , inaido tho 
\/\ 13 U9 
nuclaua for • proton projectile ia - AA/J ' , ono can 
aay that <^ n§> varies oaaontially linearly with V. Proa 
tho above expressions i t alao followa that NR ia a linear 
function of A^ , indicating that NR nay bo a good noaauro 
of tho nuaiber of colliaiona inaido tho nucleua. Thua i t 
la pooaiblo to wrlto 
<na> ~*i*E> • bl*E> 
and 
V » s^E) * b2(E) Nh 
I A 
This kind of relationship hat been tried by Qlbbt et sl*w 
and Florlan et al3 fr©M the conpariaon of tht valuta of 
RA(Nh) and the Model dependent pradlctiona of RA(V).Slnca 
tha average value of N h ia constant for energies > 2Q3eV, 
wo can toy that tho average nuaibar of collisions inaido 
tho nuclaua remains constant in this energy region. 
An alMest linear variation of n9 with V indicates 
that at a given energy each of the V target nucleona 
contribute eaaentially equally towards the total number of 
final state particles. The approximately equal contribution 
frosi each of the \] nucleona at a given energy has some 
deeper consequences in it. For example* if the double step 
Mechanics*, where intermediate at*tea ere formed through 
successive collisions (like fire ball or energy flux cascade) 
are aeauned to be true then the above reault indicates 
that the energy tranaferred in the coneeeutive collisions 
is negligibly snail and practically all the energy goes 
with the incident particle, i.e., the consecutive collisions 
•ay be deoMod to occur eaaentially at the same energy.This 
may alao Mean that the collisions are soft (in the sense 
that only an infinitesiMSl energy tranafer, en infinitesiMSl 
longitudinal MenentUM transfer and a finite traneverse 
momantuai tranafor tikes plaeof • situation in which tho 
colliding objacts past through oach othor, got ox d tod 
and thon fragasont2*). This fact, howavor* can not bt 
roalitod from tha usual hadron-tub* coll ision picturst 
(ospoclally hydrodynaaleal) dascrlbad in chaptar II wharo 
a hadron tuba coll ision raaults in tho formation of a 
singlo co*Itscod hadronic systoa (ox a conglomerate)t a 
situation in which ths colliding objects (tha target and 
tha projactils) hit aach othor so hard that thay arrest 
aach other. This situation see*a loss iikoly alao bacauaa 
in swst of tho caaos ths average value of tha transverse 
noisontUK i s saall — 0.3 - 0.4QtV/c in a sufficJtntly 
wido antrgy ranga. 
3.2.5 Multiplicity distributions 
(a) Diaporaion 
Tha Multiplicity distributions art gonorally 
charactorlaad by tho valuoa of tholr stononta. Tho 
dispersion, D(socond control movent) • May ba daflnod as 
D 2 \ . /. v 2 l « <n§* y • <n9 "> . In hadron nueloua colllalona 0 
varloa ilnoarly wlth<n9)>ln tho seme way as In hadron* 
nucioon colllalona, Ono can In ganarai writs D • a <n§> 4b 
for both tho pp and p»nucleua collisions. Tho vsiua of a 
i t - 0 . 6 in both tht casts, whereas b - 0.6 for pp collisions 
»nd ~ - 0 . 1 6 for p-nucleus collisions • The variation of 
D with <rn§> i t shown in figure 6 in tho energy range from 
6.2 to 8000 G«V. Data have boon taken fro* rtf .6 and 22. 
Tho daehed lino i s boot f i t to p-e»ulsion collision data 
and tho solid lino i s boat f i t to pp collision data* Of ton, 
tho ratio '"'y i s also considered and i t i s found that 
this ratio turns out to bo close to 2 and remains practically 
independent of energy. A similar behaviour of 0 in both 
the pp and p-nucleus collisions shows a kind of scaling 
in the multiplicity distributions. One thing which nay be 
said at this point i s that the distributions are not Poisson 
because for that one would expect
 p
ffi
 —/ <\y • The 
small value of a in the expression of 0 i s closer to the 
predictions of the diffraetive excitation and energy flux 
cascade nodeIs and disagrees with the predictions of 
hydrodynamieal model. 
(b) Scaling 
The similarities between hadrorwnucleon and hadxon-
nuclous collisions are more clearly seem when the probablity 
distributions for the production of n charged particles are 
considered. I t i s observed that In al l the hadron-nucleon 
42<a 
0 
/ 
collisions the probability distribution for tho production 
of n charged particles exhibits a universal charactor, i . e . , 
ono can always express ^*»^Pn • vf /(n/Vn> ) , where Pn i s 
tho probability that n charged parti cits aro producod and V" 
i s sons function of varlabia n /^n>» Z(say). This 
behaviour of multiplicity distribution in tho variable Z 
i s roforrod to as KNO-scaling aftor Kobe, Ntilson and 
Oleesen23 who f irst put forward tho hypothoais that tho 
probability of observing n chargsd partlclos in a pp 
collision may bo rolatod to a function V7 in tho following 
way. 
P » ^fttft) - —4— f ( n / / n s \ «. Q( 1,.,, ) 
m » L V (^z) «s s —^^ 
< n / 
whoro c i n i s the total Inolaatie cross«soction and ^n la 
tho partial cross-section for tho production of n chaxgod 
particlas at a given contro of BOSS snsrgy fs. I t is 
interesting to noto that asido froa tho predictions of KNO 
scaling at high anergics, an early onaot of scaling i t 
observed experiawi tally, The functional form of 4 (Z) is 
not known and i s decided fresi experimental results. Thus 
Slattery24 , for exenple, has proposed the following for* 
^ (Z) • (AZ • BZ3 • CZ5 • DZ7) Exp (-SZ) 
where A,B,C,D and I are adjustable coefficients. The values 
of these coefficients have been found to bt 1.895, 16.85, 
3.32, 0.166 and 3*04 respectively In the energy range fro* 
SO to 300 Gov for proton-proton coll isions. Attempts have 
also boon made to expand this energy band and simplify tht 
scaling function by introducing new variables. Thus, for 
example, Burse at «i hav« shown that with tht scaling 
variable Z» «
 <{}>3 %*% tha acaling function y (2*) rodueos 
to 
T i t ' ) « 2.3 (2% 0.142) Exp-{ 0.05862' • 0.659 2* *) 
and tho energy band axtands down to quite low anergics. 
Similar scaling behaviour In the multiplicity 
distributions of hadron»nueleus collisions has alao been 
observed1 '2 , 8»2 6*2 9 . However, I t haa been reported27"29 
that the valuta of the coefficients A,B,C —- occurring In 
the expression for V (z) are different In caae of hadron-
26 
nucleus coll isions. Heeert et »1 have pointed out that 
the coefficients differ because of the composite nature of 
emulsion and the discrepancy may be removed i f we consider 
the distributions resulting from interactions with separate 
groups of emulsion nudei-CNO and AgBr. We shall, however 
see in the next chapter that V remains unchanged provided 
we analyse the data in terms of the actual number of created 
charged particle* in a l l the hadron-nucleon and hadron-
nucleus co l l i s ions . 
Similar scaling behaviour in hadron-nucleon and 
hadron-nucleus co l l i s ions points towards s imi lar i t ies in 
the processes involved for multipart!els production. Thus 
the hadron-hadron and hadron-nueleus co l l i s ions have been 
treated on equal footing by considering a hadron-nucleus 
co l l i s ion as the co l l i s ion between a hadron and a big 
hadron. similar scaling behaviour in the two col l i s ions 
shal l also resul t i f the intermediate s tates produced 
during the successive co l l i s ions inside the nucleus 
propagate through the nucleus unchanged and when they decay 
outside the nucleus they are exactly similar to those 
produced in elementary co l l i s ions giving thereby exactly 
similar distributions. 
3.2.6 Coefficient of i n e l a s t i c i t y 
The coeff ic ient of i n e l a s t i c i t y , K, i s the fraction 
of the incident particle's energy going to the secondary 
part ic les during an interaction. Experimental results 
suggest t h a t < K > i s essent ia l ly constant in a broad energy 
range from few GeV to 10* GeV. For the hadron-nucleon 
co l l i s ions i t i s ^ 0 . 5 . I t i s found t h a t < K > i s not much 
dependent on the mass number of the target nucleus. The 
experiments show that I t varies at A* with * -0 .06 -0 .12 3 0 " 3 3 . 
Azaryan at a l 3 3 report that <KA> »(0.5i±0. 06)A0"0 9 1 °* 0 l . 
Tha dependence of K on A haa also baan atudiad by Jain at al 
at 200 G«v proton lntaractlona with emulsion nuclei. Thay 
find a mono tonic incraaaa of <K>with Nh up to Nh 20 and 
thereafter i t attaint nearly a constant valua. I t nay ba 
recalled hara that tha variation of <ng> with N^ regains 
linear only upto Nh^20 and tharaaftar tha l inaarity 
breaks down and thia fact has been attrlbutad to tha total 
disintegration of th« target nucleus. Thus tha dependence 
of <K>on A, no matter how weak th^t may ba, la always 
prasant. Tha coeff ic ient of i n e l a s t i c i t y in emulsion 
measurements haa in general baan estimated from tha angle 
of amission of secondary particles using tha standard 
technique of th* cosmic ray physics. Tha valua of <fK> 
i s given by 
<K> * 1.5<P1> 2(Cos«c Qj/E^ 
where i t la generally assumed that tha average transverse 
momentum, <Pj> , la ^ 0 . 3 5 - 0.4 GeV/c and tha aecondary 
part ic le with smallest angla of emission (0) la axcludad. 
Hara E0 i s tha lab. energy of the incident part ic le . 
However, this method ( as also pointed out by zaryan at a l 3 3 ) 
f 
;, 
leads to an underestimate of K on the following 
accounts. Tht minimum angle shower It not always tht 
loading partlclo and further tht sum of the energies of 
the minimum angle shower and all other secondaries is 
often not normalized to 50. It nay be mentioned here 
that in any of the model calculations it is practically 
impossible to describe the multiplicities taking K 
completely A indeoendent. The small and weakly A 
dependent value of <'K> is, however, against the hydro-
dynamical and similar other conglomerate formation models 
where <fK > is always close to unity. 
3*2.7 Anguisr distributions 
The angular distributions have generally been 
studied In terms of the variable pseudorapidity, ') , 
defined by "'| - - In tan 9/2, where 9 is the space angle 
of shower particle in the laboratory frame with respect 
to the direction of the primary. For secondary pions it 
gives a good approximation of the longitudinal rapidity 
(E • P..) 
y • HI In (g , p ) # where E and P1A correspond to the 
energy and longitudinal momentum of the particle. In some 
of the studies (especially in cosmic rays) a quantity 
X» log tan 9 has alto been used and it is easy to connect 
>and '>] for averaqe values as 
< A > - - 0.43 (<^>- 0.7) 
It is found that in hadron-nucleus collisions 
there is essentially no manifestation of nuclaar offacts 
at small angle*. In all tht hadron-nucleus collisions 
generally particles are separated into two cones. A 
forward cont of particles corresponding to the values 
of ')1>°JB, wheren\ Is the CM. hadron-nucleon rapidity 
and a backward cone containing the rest of the particles. 
It has been reported by several workers that the nunber 
of particles in the forward cone remains the same as in 
3 9 34 hadron-nucleon collisions at the same energy ' and 
that the excess of the particles appears at larger angles 
or in the backward cone. However, a more careful look 
shows that the division of the two cones is not so sharp 
and there are nuclear effects present in the forward cone 
as well. It is also not easy to determine exactly the 
angle at which the excess of particles appears correspon-
ds 
ding to a given target sixe . Indications are that this 
angle is energy dependent for a given target. The 
manifestations of energy and target size effects nay be 
seen from the rapidity distributions shown in figures 7(a) 
and 7(b) at ?00 and 300 GeV energy of proton-nucleus 
collisions. The target siie effects in different angular 
regione may be more clearly seen from figure 8 where the 
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variation of secondaries with respect to N^ i t considered 
for difforont valuta of \ . I t way bt taan from tho 
figure that tho relationship 
i t always followed. From tht figure i t i t vary much 
claar that tho dependence on tho target s i so bocoaiot 
atrongor as tha valuo of r[ dacreaaoa. Tho cr i t i ca l valua 
of ^ at which < \ i \ .Nh)> i t indopandant of Nh has boon 
rap or tad to bo YJCT S. 5 which la tuff ic iont ly higher 
than ^ 0 ( - 3 . 1 7 at 300 GtV) indicating that nuclear 
off acta 9T9 pfwt in tha forward region* al to . Similar 
raaultt have baan reported by Florian at *l where they 
find that as tho target s iza increases, the manifestation 
of nuclear effects in the forward cone increates. These 
resul ts are to aoae extent in agreement with al l the 
(double step) hadron-nucleus co l l i s ion pictures. I t has 
36 been reported^ that th# dispersion in the rapidity 
distribution i s independent of the target a ise and dependa 
only upon the Incident energy. This reault ia against aLl 
the hadron-tube co l l i s ion picture* cited in chapter II 
where dispersion in rapidity distributions depend* •* 
«- V 
targat six*. Further, thar* art also Indications that 
tha ahap* of th« rapidity distribution changaa alowly 
as tha targat aixa changaa. Florian at a l 3 hava studied 
th« rapidity distribution of partielas producad at 
300 OaV anargy of incidant protona using ehroniuai(Cr ) 
and tungatan (w184) nuclai aa targata and hava raporttd 
that tha cantrold of tha distribution of axcaaa partielas 
(compared to pp distribution) shifts towards low** 
rapidltlaa as tha targat aisa increases. Thasa result* 
(though insufficient, but i f provad) ara against tha 
coll ision pictures like anargy flux cascade whora tht 
rapidity distribution frost tha slow antltlas ara axactly 
similar and remain unchanged aa tha number of collisions 
inside tha nuclaua changaa. 
Section B 
3.3 Results on pi on-nucleus collisions 
In this section we present some results on pion-
nuclaua collisions. These results ara mainly from tha 
experiment performed by ua at 50 GeV/c lab. momentum of 
incidant pion. Tha experimental details are aa follows. 
A a tack of NIKFI-R emulsion waa axpoaad to a single 
pulaa of negative plona at 50 (SeV/c lab. momentum with a 
f lux-10 5 A mesons/cm2 in a pulsed magnetic field of 200 K.O. 
strength at Serpukhov, USSR. The area scanning of the emulsion 
plates was carrjsd out undtr a total magnification of 15x10. 
Measurement* were made under a magnification of 15x95. The 
se lect ion of the primary interaction i s based on the following 
cr i ter ia . 
Interactions were looked for in a region where the 
incident flux was high. The mean direction of the primaries 
was the X-axis of the microscope. The projected angle Q with 
respect to the mean direction and the dip angle £ of the 
incident primaries were measured. The stars produced by 
primaries of © p ^2° andS<± 0.5° were recorded. 1147 stars with 
primaries sat isfying the above specified cr i t er ia , were 
collected. The scanning eff iciency for stars with Nh>2,estimated 
by the method of repeated scanning of three independent 
observers was 99%. A random sample of 1C0C stars with N^> 2 
has been considered in the present analysis. The secondary 
trackt were divided into shower, grey and black according to 
their ionization as discussed earl ier . Angles of a l l the 
secondary tracks with respect to the direction of the primary 
of the star were measured carefully. The l eas t count of the 
microscope for the projected angle ©p was 0.25°. I t may be 
mentioned here that scattering measurements were also made on 
heavy tracks in search of fragments but I ts detai ls in the 
present context are not relevant and therefore l e f t . 
3 .3 .1 Multiplicity of heavy prongs 
In table 1 we present the average mult ip l ic i t i es of grey, 
black and heavy tracks. These events h?ve been corrected for 
tht loss of •vents with N. » Cfi. Tht valuas of n hava 
boon corrected from tht comparison of 17,60 and 200 GaV 
result* of Babtckl and Nowak38 whtrt i t i s reported that 
about 47% of tht tvtnts cor r as pond to n_ - 0,1. In our 
ca$« 30.1$ of tho sample of events collected is duo to 
n • C,l events, i f this nunbar is corrected then i t gives 
a value of 24.2* for Nh • 0,1 events. This is highly 
consistent with tht observed number of Nh» 0,1 events from 
l int scanning reported by Curt t t a l 3 9 whtrt &n * 0,1 
tvtnts art 24% of tht total sample of events. However, 
in visw of tht fact that ftw ptrctnt of tht Nh • 1 tvtnts 
nay also bt due to black tracks, wt apply a corraction 
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of 27.5% for Nh« 0,1 tvtnts which is dut to Htbtrt t t al* . 
Thty report Nft * 0 tvtnts aa 17% and NR « 1 tvtnts 10.5*. 
Tsblt 1. Mean multiplicities of secondary particles 
Prtstnt work at 50 QaV/c Ref.40 at 60 GtV/c 
^ng> 2.71 • 0,07 2.6 £ 0.2 
^ n ^ 4.68 ± 0 . 0 9 4.7 •. 0,2 
^Nh> 7.39 ± 0.12 7.3 i 0.3 
Tht values of <^ n > , <'nfe> and <"Nh> given in tablt 1 
are somewhat smaller than thtlr corresponding valuta 
observed in cat* of proton-nucleus collitions at similar 
energies. For example, ^ n > for p-nucltu* collisions at 
50 GaV/c ia 3.07 i 0. lO37. Thia may indicate that tht 
nuobtr of collisions inside tht nucleus for a pi on 
projactila it smaller than for a proton projsctila at tht 
samt tntrgy. 
Tht Nh -distribution for tht tvonts with Nh 2 is 
shown in figuxt 9(a) by aoild l ints . Tht corrtction applitd 
for tht loss of Nh • 0,1 tvtnts is shown by dotted l ints . 
Tht value of liJ? \ » whtrt D(Nh) is tht dispersion of N^  
h 
distribution i s equal to 1.01 £ 0.02 which Is in agreement 
with tht valuts at 17,60 and 200 GtV/c rtsptctlvsly 
givtn aa 1.05 £ 0.02, 1.00 ± 0.03 and 0.95 • 0. 024*'4 2 . 
Tht n -distribution is shown in figurt 9(b) by solid l ints. 9 
Tht corrtction applitd for tht loas of n • 0,1 tvtnts is 
shown by dotttd l ints . Tht valut »i *\ is tqual to 
0.90 ± 0.03. Thtst valuta of pig \ and
 p i" \ art In 
disagreement with tht predictions of catcade-evaporation 
modal43*44 and strongly aupport tht doublt sttp models in 
which tht projtct i l t interacta only with nucltons lying 
in a tuba along i ts trajectory, A simple geometrical 
contideration ahows that —; ' — 0.9, whtrt V is tht 
D C V ; 
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28 32 36 40 
Probability distr ibution of % at $0 GeV/c. Dotted 
Unas oorroapond to the oorrootton applied for the loss 
Ujj • 0,1 events. 
28l 
6 12 16 20 24 
f ,G 9cb)
 Prebabllatgr distribution of » at $0CeV/«, 
dottedl^a correspond to the porrfction 
applied for the lots of a.* u*r *fentsv^ 
number of nuclaons in various tubas »t difforant impact 
paranatars. Taking uniform dsnaity of nuclaar natta* and 
averaging ovar V and V2 givaa tha dasirad result. This nay 
also naan that NK (and/or n_) i s diraetly ralatad to V • 
Tha obaorvad vaiua of p(§ } i« sl ightly hlghar which nay ba 
du» to tha fact that tha distributions of Nft includo tha 
avanta of complata disintegration also and for than Untax 
relationship between Nh and V nay not hold. Thus NR (and/or n ) 
nay ba taken to ba a good naaaura of tha numbar of colliaiona 
Insida tha nuclaua. 
3.3.2 Multiplicity of light prongs. 
Tha average multiplicity of light prongs (shower 
particles) aftar corracting for tha loss of NR • 0,1 
avants at »0 QeV/c ia 9.17'.+ 0.12. This value ia coaparabla 
with tha valua <n1> - 8.39 ± 0.25 givan by Kumar at a l 4 S at 
tha aaat anargy. Tha valua of tha naan norma 11 tad multiplicity, 
a. , aatimatad by using tha axprasslon a& • ••• ».<,,„_,.,„, comas 
<nch> A p 
out to ba actual to 1.41 ± 0. OS. This valua ia aomswhat 
small«r than i t s corraapondlng valua at 60 G#V/c which ia tha 
waightad naan of tha raaults raportad by Taklbaav at a l 4 i and 
Babecki at a i 4 6 . In flgura 10 ws plot tha avallabla data 
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on tha average ahewer multiplicity against tha anargy 
of the incidant particlaa for i -emulsion collisions. 
Tha raeultt ara consistent with logarithmic •• well at 
power dependence of multiplicity on energy. Tha open 
circle at 30 GeV represent* tha present result. Tha 
raat of the data on <n§> have been taken from a compilation 
by Axit at a l 4 7 . Tha logarithmic f i t la given by 
<\> * - 2.3 • 2.7 In E (eolid line in fig. 10) 
and tha power f i t ia given by 
^nf> - - 1.2 • 3.5 E1/4 (dash-dot line In fig. 10) 
where E ia the lab. anargy. 
Tha energy dependence of tha roe»n normal!sad 
multiplicity ia alao shown in tha figure. I t ia intarasting 
to note that tha value of R. has not reached a constant 
value even at energies as high as - 7 0 GaV. This is contrary 
to tha expectations that tha saturation affects in ?C-nucleus 
collisions should appear at lower anargiaa than in proton-
nucleus collisions as tha Lorantx factor is largo for pions 
than for protons at tha same anargy. We shall see in the 
next chapter that this discrepancy la due to improper 
analysis of tha data for estimating tha mean normslixad 
multiplicity. 
3.3.3 ^n1> •» • function of Nh 
In figure II the variation of ^nf> with Nh i t 
given. I t i t clear from the figure that^n^ it a 
linear function of N .^ A f i t of the form < ^ »<*^H^ 
gives °( • 5.96 ±, 0.22 and @ • 0.301 ± 0.058. I t may bt 
noted that the value of <*' , which corresponds to <"nf> 
48 
at NL • 0 it in close agreement with the value 5.78+.0.07 
of <n
 n> in *p collisions at the same energy. 
3.3.4 Multiplicity distributions 
The multiplicity distribution of shower particles is 
shown in figure 12 for events with Nh>2. A characteristic 
of the distribution which is of Interest is the dispersion, 
y n 's 
D. The value of p * is found to be 1.70+. 0.04 which is 
in agreement with the values 1.78 ± 0.07 and 1.72 ± 0.03 
at 60 and 200 GeV respectively41*42 . These values are not 
much different from the corresponding values in hadron-
nucleon collisions indicating that production mechanism 
may be similar in both the interactions. The Slatterys24 f i t 
to multiplicity distribution in pp collisions is also shown 
in the figure by dotted line with the same set of values of 
the constants Involved. I t may be seen from the figure 
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Pig,12, Multiplicity distribution at ahower partielo* at 
50 GoV/c for %>2» Th© dotted curvo 
flattery's fit to pp collision data* 
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that i t does not reoreeent the data wall for collisions 
with nuclai. However, i f a diffarant aat of valuta of 
tha constant* involved ba taken than tha expression nay 
f i t tha data. Similar ia tha caaa for tha results of 
Anion at a l 4 2 at 200 GeV. In ordar to taat tha simple 
coharant tuba node Is, which assume that tha interactions 
of hadrona with nuclaona and nuclei are identical except 
that in tha latter cast the energies involved in tha CM. 
ays tan are high, events lying in diffarant Nft intervals 
have bean considered. Tha division ia made because i t ia 
believed that NR (or n } ia a good measure of tha target 
maee and a sample of events with a given NR ia sort uniform 
than a sample of events from a pure target but with different 
49 
values of Nh . In tha present analysis the avanta have 
bean grouped into three classes - 2 <N n <6 (fig. 13a), 
7x<Nh<12 (f ig . 13b) and N^13 ( f ig . !3c) . Tha dotted curve 
rapreaants tha Slattery*c f i t to pp collision data. I t ia 
clear that the f i t ia poor in al l tha cases which ia against 
96 
the apaculationa of Hebert at air that tha aama functional 
form with same constants nay f i t the data i f interactions 
with pure targata be considered. I t agrees with the results of 
Martin at a l 2 7 , AALMT collaboration58 and Anion at a l 4 2 that 
'N\n\ *.. 
Fig,13« Multiplicity distribution of shower particles in Tarioi* 
jj. intervals at $Q GaV/c. She dotted curve represents 
JiatterjMs fit to pp collision data, 
the constants differ from those in pp fit. Thus it is 
not the composite nature of emulsion that creates 
ambiguities. As is shown in the next chapter the 
discrepancy is removed if the data are analysed in terms 
of created charged particles, A single scaling function 
with sane constants involved is capable of fitting the 
data for all the hadron-nucleon and hadron-nucleus 
collisions. 
3.3.5 Angular distributions 
The angular distributions have been studied in terms 
of the variable 1 • - In tan 9/2. The distributions are 
shown in figure 14 - (a) for all events with N h i 2 and for 
events having n • 0,1 (b) for events wtth 2<: n <4, (c) 
for events with 5 <n ^7 and (d) for events with «a>8« 
The excess of particles in the various n groups have been 
estimated by comparing the distributions with the distri-
bution of n - Cti events (as these may be assumed to be 
close to free collision events). A better estimation of 
the excess particles may be obtained by comparison with the 
p collision events. However, the present estimation although 
not very accurate, indicates the trend definitely. The 
centrolds of the distribution of excess particles, the total 
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Fig.lW* inclusive pseudorapldlty distr ibution of shower part ic les 
at 56 GeV/c. Ihe arrows from l o f t to r ight indicate (a) Centrold 
the dis tr ibut ion of excess par t ic les for *V>2 t a l l n _ f o r V^ 2*all 
n* for n» * 0,1 and that calculated for A"* nucloon coll isions(b),(c) 
and (d ) | Centroid of th© dis tr ibut ion of excess pa r t i c les , a l l the 
par t ic les and that calculated for * n col l i s ion . 
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distribution and that calculated for the distribution 
of ^p collisions at 50 GtV/c art shown In tht figure. 
From these distributions the following observations 
nay bt noted* 
1) The angular distribution in tht projtct i l t fragmen-
tation rtgion (^>^ e whtrt T\Q la tht *p C.M.rapidity 
~ 2.3) remains essentially unchanged as the target 
size increases. 
11) The excess of particles with increasing n appears 
at larger angles, i . e . , at smaller values of"'( . 
I l l ) The centre of the distribution continuously shifts 
towards lower rapidities as n Increases indicating 
that n is to some extent an acceptable measure of 
the number of collisions Inside the nucleus. 
iv) Although the distributions in all the n groups are 
similar the shape of the ">) spectrum undergoes very 
specific transformation with Increasing n . 
The blmodal structure is present In al l the n groups 
for n >1 and the maximum towards lower values of ''} 
becomes sharp as n increases. The centroid of the 
distribution of excess particles continuously shifts 
towards lower values of rJ as n_ increases. 
Tht characttriatica (i)-(iil) may bt axplaintd 
qualitatively through any of tht double stop nodtla. At 
far at (iv) it concerned, it la difficult to axplaln it 
in tarna of any of tha txiating nodtla. Tht obatrvtd 
change in tht ahapt of '[ spectrua aa tht target aiza 
increaees, lta dependence on n (orV ) and tht blnodal 
• tructurt of tht distributions contradict tht naivt version 
of tht tube nodtla where HA Interaction la conaldtrtd to bt 
entirely identical to hN interaction at higher energy in 
tht C M . system and therefore, tht a tructurt of tht distri-
bution for n • 0,1 and n _> 1 events should remain tana. 
It nay bt mentioned that tht conpoaitt nature of emulsion 
having two groups of nuclti (CNO and A Br) can not ba 
responsible for tht obatrvtd peculiarity in >'] spectrum 
alnct tht events with n > 3 art essentially from heavy 
nuclti and tht pA collisions in emulsion do not show any 
blnodal structure. Tht change in tht ahapt of yj eptctrun 
towards lower rapidity aidt with increasing target aist and 
tht shift of tht cantrold of tht txctaa particles la 
qualitatively inconsistent with tht tntrgy flux cascade 
nodal whtrt '») spectrum from alow hadrons la independent of 
tht number of collisions inside tht nucleus and dependa only 
upon tht incidtnt tntrgy. Similar results have bttn reported 
by Anson tt al 4 2 at 200 GtV in n-emu la ion collisions. 
The increase in the number of particles In lower 
rapidity regions may be more directly eten from figure 15 
where we consider the relation*hip between n§ and n in 
different rapidity region*. The results show a linear 
relationship of the form 
<f% C}.ng)>.*<*l) •£(*)) ng. 
From the figure i t may be noticed that at very small angles 
or larger values of vl the number of shower particles is 
nearly Insensitive to n_. As one proceeds towards larger 
angles or smaller values of vj the multiplicity of particles 
increases with n . The value o f ? (*} ) continuously 
increases as >j decreases. This may also be seen from 
figure 16 where <^ and £> have been plotted against *J . The 
value of <*min (corresponding to the minimum value of 1 ) 
is 5.92 •. 0.32 which Is consistent with the Ap collision 
multiplicity at the same energy given as <^nch> • 5.78,£0, 07 
(The value of «xmln i s also very close to the multiplicity 
of Nh * 0,1 events). The variation of @ (*J ) demonstrates 
the nuclear effects in different rapidity intervals. The 
critical value of r\ for which (3 * 0 is ^ c r » 3.4 which i s 
equivalent to a space angle of 3.8° in lab. system. The 
dispersion of the rapidity distributions as a function of n 
61* 
Fig.15, of <r na> on n at various anglas at $0 GQV/C 
61 *» 
i t shown in figurt 17. At i s clear from the figure the 
dlsperaion i t essent ia l ly insensi t ive to n . Thit means 
that tha dispersion of tha rapidity distribution i t 
indapandant of tha target matt. Thit fact i t qualitativaly 
inconsistent with a l l tha tuba nodal approaches where D( *[) 
varies with target t iza at a function of l n v , whara V i t 
tha number of co l l i s ions inside tha nucleus. The result , 
howevar, favours the models l ike diffractiva excitation 
and energy flux cascade where D{ n) i t indapandant of the 
number of co l l i s ions intida tha nucleus. 
Tha average values of >[ have been plotted against 
n in figure 18. A|hS*fy *>• •••*» *"*«• the figure, <7> varies 
aa In n indicating n may be a good measure of tha targat 
matt as <>^ > should vary a s - l n V from kinamatical conside-
rations. i t may a l to ba taid that i) i t d irect ly related 
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CHA^ TFR IV 
Analysis of multipart!clt production data In 
terms of created charged part ic les . 
4 .1 Introduction. 
In order to ascertain the mechanism through 
which the muitiparticle f inal state i s reached in 
high energy hadronic co l l i s ions various characteristics 
of hadron-nucleus co l l i s lons(as described In chapter III) 
are experimentally studied. An important and widely studied 
characteristic Is the mean normalized mult ipl ic i ty , RA« 
The s ingle step models predict R^  to strongly depend upon 
the target s i ze and this dependence increases with increasing 
energy. The double step models generally predict this 
dependence to be very weak and essenta i l ly energy independent. 
However, i f the mult ipl ic i ty be considered to r i se 
logarithmically with energy in hadron-nucleon col l i s ions 
then frorr the discussions given in chapter II i t follows 
that the tube models predict a value of H. which decreases 
with increasing energy, approaching unity as the energy 
becomes quite high, AS described in chapter II the double 
step models may be grouped into two classes v iz . the 
independent contribution and the co l lec t ive contribution 
models. The Independent contribution models can 
explain the Leading part ic le e f fect and ine las t i c i ty . 
In the co l lec t ive contribution models the i n i t i a l 
channel part ic les after co l l i s ion lose their indent!ty 
and when they appear in the final s ta te they are considered 
as produced part ic les . The ine las t i c i ty in such co l l i s ion 
pictures i s close to unity &nd the concept of leading 
part ic le becomes meaningless. Thus we confront with t "-, 
kind of co l l i s ion pictures, one in which there are leading 
particles in the final s tate which are different from the 
created particles and the other where the concept of 
leading part ic les i s not valid and a l l the particles in 
the final s tate (including the target nucleons) are supposed 
to be created oart ic les . v'or a proper comparison of the 
experimental values of H. with different models the analysis 
of ftA should, t erefore, be made accordingly, i . e . , one 
should consider either a l l the particles appearing in the 
final s tate including the incident and the target particles 
or only the real ly created particles in which case the 
incident and the target particles should be excluded, in 
practice what has generally been done i s neither of the 
two. In general, the values of ftA have been estine ted 
) 
using the expression >iK » — "* , , where ^n_> A
 <^nch> * 
i s the average number of shower part ic les observed 
in hadron-nucleus co l l i s ions with re lat ive velocity 
£ ^ 0 . 7 and <^cn^> i s the average value of the 
total number of charged particles observed in the 
final s ta te of hadron-nucleon co l l i s ions . Thus two 
dissimilar quantities have been compared which affects 
the resul t Munificently, especial ly at lower energies. 
Consequently, the conclusions arrived at regarding the 
energy and target s ixe deoen^ence of H» and the consequent 
deductions from i t become doubtful, ^ur aim in the following 
sections i s to estimate the values of R. in accordance with 
i t s definit ion used in different class of co l l i s ion pictures. 
vve shall see that such an analysis leads to some further 
regularit ies in the data on hadron-nucleon and hadron-nucleus 
co l l i s i ons . 
4,?. Estimation of ft, . 
Although i t i s very d i f f i c u l t to have the knowledge 
of the exact number^ 11 the particles and/or only the 
really created ^articles in the final s ta te of hadron-
nucleon and hadron-nucleus co l l i s ions and consequently 
r» 
of RAt wo hero euggeat some ways to estimate RA 
•o that Its comparison with different medeia may 
become nor* meaningful. Before taking up tht estimation 
of th# created and/or total particlaa in the final state 
of hadron-nucleon and hedron*nucleue collisions i t la 
helpful to conaidar tha following! 
(a) A study of inclusive rapidity distribution shows that. 
(1) ^ — la larger for pp —* x* than for pp > f 
in both tha forward ( y > Y^ ) and tha backward 
( V < Yg,, ) hemiepheree. Tha oxeaaa being dominant 
In tha forward hemisphere because tho energetic protons 
of tho forward hemisphere could not bo identified and 
therefore,could not ba removed . 
( ID 
3y~ ** ia*o,or for " A 7 K than for i A ' % 
in the forward hemisphere. As tho value of y increasea 
tha difference increases. Tha backward hemisphere 
remaining essentially unchanged2*3. 
< l i t ) 3~— for £ A * A0 remains unchanged in both 
the forward and tha backward hemisphere?. 
(b) A study of tha Ineluaivo momentum(p) distribution4 
shows that -
( i ) jg— ia larger for A A ——* A than for A A — * A* 
and tht diffartnct incrtasts with increasing moatntum. 
(ii)-|^- is larger for *p — * £ than for
 A" P — + * *nd tht 
diffartnct Incrtasts with incrtaaing momentum in tht 
•am* nay at abovt. 
(iii)4~- remains eastntially tagtt for " A —* " and " p —» A • 
possibly slightly smaller for * A. 
(iv)xp rtmaint tsstntially sant for " A —*/ and * p — * £ , 
possibly slightly largtr for A A. 
From tht abovt mtntiontd results, tht following inftrtnct 
may bt drawn. 
(I) Tht final channtl retains tht history of tht initial 
channtl and tht leading particlt tfftct Is always present. 
It incrtasts with incrtaaing y and/or p of tht obstrvtd 
particles. 
(II) There is also soma charge transfer of interacting 
particlts. 
It is reported" that tht chargt tranaftr incrtasts with 
incrtaaing multiplicity of secondary particlts. Further tht 
chargt transftr for " mason is aort that for proton in a * p 
collision, we now proceed to estimate RA keeping tht abovt 
facta in mind. 
4 .2 .1 estimation of a. by considering only the created 
part ic les . 
The mult ipl icity of part ic les in hadron-nucleon 
co l l i s ions i s represented by <"n ^} , which i s the 
average number of total charged partic les observed in 
the final s tate . This includes sore contribution from 
i n i t i a l channel hadrons (the project i l e and the target) 
which also appear in the final channel as charged or 
neutral. Therefore* in order to estimate the actual number 
of charged partic les created in the interaction the 
contributions of i n i t i a l channel hadrons should be excluded 
from <^«cn^ • In case of hadron-micleus co l l i s ions the 
rpultlplicity of particles i s given by <(n *> , which represents 
the average number of charged particles in the final state 
with re lat ive veloci ty £ ^ 0.7. The tarqet protons mostly 
appear as grey tracks and do not contribute to <^ n y . 
Only the incident hadron contributes to <( n y and, therefore, 
9 
i f we exclude this contribution from <( n.^ > we get almost 
a l l the created charged partic les In the final s tate of 
hadronrnucleus co l l i s ions . I t stay be mentioned here that a 
very small fraction of created pions aooear with $ ( 0,7, i . e . , 
as grey tracks and are not counted to <n >^ . The percentage 
f \ 
i 
of these tlow plone Is — 5-B% of the nunbtr of 
grey tracks. For » proper analysis this fraction 
of slow piont should alto bo takon into account* 
However, since this fraction i t too s ta l l to affoct 
tht results significantly, wo My neglect i t at present* 
Partial justification to this also coaos fr©« tho fact 
that alaost a similar nuaber of hit target nueloons appear 
as shower and art counted into n f . Thus* oxeluding tho 
contributions of tho in i t ia l channol hadrons froo<n . ^ 
snd<^nt^ > wo got tho nunber of truoly ertatod charged 
particle* in tho two casts. Using tho observation of char go 
tymetry ( i . o . <^ n
 A o ) ^ ^ ^* * ±^> ) •» mY " t v t h t t 
tho estimation of tho noan noraellied Multiplicity in tore* 
of oithor only tho created charged particlot or a l l tho 
particles (Including neutral) shall be equivalent. 
In the case of proton-proton collisions i t i s 
observed that the average frequency of protons present 
in the final state which are counted to < (n e n \ U«* between 
1.27 to 1.4 • In order to find the actual nuaber of charged 
particles this nuaber should be excluded. We, therefore, take 
the average nunbortfeharged particles created in pp collision 
to be 
< / , l c > pp " <^eh> - *- 3 3 <*> 
In the cat* of proton-nucleus collisions 
the incident proton «lso appears in the final 
ttato as shower (charged or neutral) which i s not 
a created particle . I t appears a» proton in about 
a 
60 to 70% of the cases and the rest of the times as 
neutron losing it* charge. So we take the average number 
of created charged particles in the final state of 
p-nucleus collisions at 
^
NC> ?A* < n s > - ° - 6 7 { 2 ) 
Thus the mean normalited multiplicity in proton-nucleus 
collisions nay be given as 
R » The average nutter of particles created in PA collisions 
The average number such particles created in pp 
collisions at the same energy 
. ^" i><* - <"»> - ° - 6 7
 (3 ) 
<"c> pp ^ c h ) " 1 - 3 3 
The experimental values of <( n *> for collisions of 
protons with emulsion nuclei at various energies are given 
in table 1, The corresponding values of <^  ncn^ for op 
Table 1. Values of average charged shower inultiplicitiee 
for collisions of protons with emulsion nuclei. 
Energy(GeV) 
7 
21 
21 .5 
22 .5 
24 
28 
50 
67 
200 
300 
400 
1000 
30CO 
^
n t > w . 
3 .2 1 
5 .8 ± 
6.28± 
6 .5 1 
6 .6 • 
6 .6 + 
8 .7 l 
8 .8 1 
9 . 3 ± 
9 .57^ 
11.084. 
14 .531 
13.9 1 
13.5 1 
13.8 l 
13 .081 
13.041 
13.2 1 
15 .1 1 
16.8 1 
16.4 l 
19.2 1 
70.5 l 
0 .1 
0.2 
o.a 
0.3 
0 .1 
0 .1 
0 .3 
0.3" 
0 .1 
0.23 
0.18 
0.22 
0 .2 
0 .2 
0 .2 
0 .3 
0 .4 
0 .2 
A 
0.2 
0.4 
0 .2 
1.9 
2 . 0 
^VCNO 
2 .9 i 
5 . 3 1 
5 .2 1 
5.6 1 
6
«7 1 
7 . 0 i 
7 .4 1 
• 
*°»* t 
10.5 1 
10.7 i 
12.1 l 
13 .1 1 
17.2 1 
0 .1 
0 .3 
0 .1 
C.4 
0 .2 
0.2 
0 .3 
0 .2 
0.6 
0 .2 
0.5 
1.8 
2 . 0 
<^s>AgjBr 
3.5 1 0.1 
7 . 2 1 0 .3 
7 . 1 1 0 .1 
7 . 1 1 0,4 
9 .5 1 0 .2 
10 .1 1 0 .2 
11. 0 + 0 . 3 j 
1 5 . 0 i 0.2 
15 .2 1 0.6 
14.7 1 0 .5 
16.7 l 0 .5 
2 3 . 1 1 3 .6 
26.8 1 2 . 0 
Data In the table have been taken froa a compilation by Azli etal. 12 
co l l i s ions have beon taken from R#f.9. At energies 
where experimental values of < n c n > corresponding 
to 4. \ y •*• not available the following f i t has 
been used to obtain ^ n c n ^ > I 
^ n c h > pp * (1.1? ± 0.10) • ( 0 . 3 0 ^ 0.05) lr\S*( 0. 13^0, Ol)Qn$] 
(4) 
Ths estimated values of HpA using relation (3) have been 
plotted with respect to energy in figure 1. I t may be 
» en from the figure that R. remains pract ical ly constant 
in the energy range from ^ 20 GeV and above for average 
emulsion Em (A ^ 60) , CNO (A - 14) and AgBr(A • 94) nuclei, 
The average values of i*A for these nuclei in the energy 
range ^ ?0 GeV and above art 
«CNO> - i ' . 521 0.11. 
<^%Br> * 2 . 2 4 ± 0 . 1 3 
To investigate the dependence of RA on target site. A, we 
take the following expressions* 
76 A 
CD 
Q_ < 
O 
2 
U 
J L 
e G 
UJ UJ 
cL • K 
IK-*-
^ 
O 
J L 
lO 
o 
UJ 
i n 
r* 
m u?
 N "? _ «? rv •dr-d i n 
CM 
77 
RA • A* — — (5) 
and RA * a*b A • • — (6) 
Equation (5) f i t s the data for < ^ 0 . 1 7 and 
equation (6) gives a ^ 2 / 3 , b ^ l / 3 and C ^ l / 3 . 
The compos!ta nature of emulsion, however, create* 
ambiguities in such an analysis and i t would have bean better 
i f data on pure targeta were available. Unfortunately, the 
s ituation i s not encouraging enough. Son* reaulta in a 
narrowband of energies art available, mostly from cosmic 
ray experiments. The valuta of <( n f ^ for co l l i s ions of 
protons with pure targets are given In table 2. Tht values 
of RA for these targets estimated using reiatlon(3) have 
been plotted with respect to A in figure 2. A f i t in tht 
form of tquation(5) gives °< • 0,17*0.02$ i t i s shown by 
the dotted l ine In the figure. Tht dependence of R. on A 
expressed by tquation(6) gives a - 0.65, b • 0,35 and 
c * 0.34. Since the value of c i s vary close to 1/3 wt 
takt ft, • a • b AA'J and in that cast tht beat values for 
a and b art 0,646^0.046 and 0.354jt0.035 respectively. 
Therefore, for proton-nucleus co l l i s ions we get 
^ .
 A0. 17*0. 02 ( ? ) 
or,RA * (0.646x0.046) + (0.354^0. 0 3 5 ) A ^ (8) 
a«c No V 
t\M~ -*-& 
77a 
f 
38 
Si 
J 
Tab It 2. Valuta of averaga chargtd ihowtr nult lp l lc i t l t t for 
collisions of protons with dlfftrtnt target nucltl. 
Tsrgot 
C 1 2 
Al 2 7 
Pt5 6 
S n U 9 
£nsrgy(Gov) ^ n ^ 
85 
120 
173 
379 
160 
260 
400 
520 
160 
260 
520 
160 
260 
400 
520 
7.89*0.43 
10.13*0.42 
11.444.0.64 
12. 2810.83 
ll .25il0.76 
12.874.1. IS 
15.5 +.0.7 
14.02*2.49 
12.25*0.89 
13.21*1.16 
16.0542.9 
13. 31*1.3 
15.4141.4 
20.3 40.9 
17.05*3.6 
Targat 
Pb2OT 
„184 
C r M 
Cu64 
NI° 
Enorgy( Gav) 
160 
260 
300 
400 
300 
160 
260 
400 
600 
2 * 
<v 
14.7541.41 
15.61*1.51 
18.6 *1.5 
21.7 *0.9 
13.8 *1.2 
8 .0 *0.6 
12.2 *1.1 
18.4 *0.6 
15.7 * i>3 
5 7 + 0 2 
* Raf 12 
The so l id l i n t in figurt(?) represents equation!g). 
Coming now to the case of pion-nucleus col l i s ions 
wt find that the datt art very poor. Tht valuta of <n > 
for co l l i s ions of negative pi one with emulsion nuclei 
art qiven in table 34. To estimate tht numbers of created 
parti c i t s in K~D and A" -nucleus co l l i s ions tht following 
proctdurt has bttn adopted. Considering tht results on A p 
co l l i s ions and using the observation of charge symmetry,i.e.. 
the numbers of 7 ,^ A* and A 0 - mesons created should bt equal, 
we find that at least 1.396 charged particles art not created, 
From the results of Kladnltskaya et al on charge transfer 
in A P co l l i s ions i t foUowstha!K).61 charg# i s transferred 
and thtrtfort , 1.39 charged particles of tht finsl channel 
art real ly the i n i t i a l channel particles and should bt 
substracttd from <( n . y In irdtr to g#t tht average 
number of charged particles created. Thus wt take 
< n c > *P - < > c h > - JU4 (•) 
In the cast of A -nucleus co l l i s ions tht targets 
nay bt assumed to appear as grey ( l i k e p-nucleus col l i s ions) 
and tht incident pion as showtr (chargtd or neutral) In tht 
TabIt 3*. Valuta of average charged shower wultiplicitiee 
for collisions of A mason* with tawlslon nuclal. 
Ena^ytGaV) <nt>#|8 <Vcw> <ftt>A^r 
4.1 l 0.4 5»7 1 0.3 
6.7 £ 0.2 
6.98 +. 0.2 
17 
17. ft 
20 
40 
50 
60 
200 
5 . 3 + 0. 3 
5.9 ± 0.3 
8.171 0.12 
8.3*1 0.26* 
9.23H °»07 
§•5910.27 
11.94 1 0.34 
12.0 ± 0 . 1 
9.9 i 0.2 
Data in th# tab la hava bean taken froa a compilation by Atit etal 
* Fro* ref. 30 
5 
final state. Fror the experimental results It 
follows that In x p collisions tho charge transfer 
fro*r tho incident pion Is — 0.4-0,6. Assuming tho 
chargs symmetry , 1. e., equal number of A* ~ and
 A 
> 
mesons are created, we find from the results on A -carbon 
4 26 
co l l i s ions * that among the particles observed in the final 
s tate on an average ^ 0.5 A mesons are not real ly created 
part ic les . This i s in accordance with the results discussed 
in § 4 .1 . Thus the average number of created charged particles 
in A -nucleus co l l i s ions may be taken to be 
<NC> A A - <^nt > - 0.5 (10) 
Taking these values of ^*c^> nP •*»<* 4 N /> A A, the 
mean normalised mult ipl ic i ty may be given by 
A A 
Average number of particle* created in A -nucleus 
co l l i s ions 
Average number of particles created In A P 
co l l i s ions s t tho same energy. 
< / n f > - 0.5 
• — ( U ) 
< > c h > - *•« 
Tho data on<n c h >for ftp collisions havo boon takon 
a 
froai a compilation by Alblni at al . For tho valuta of 
<nch> •* onorgios whoro txptrimtntal rosults art not 
svailablo tho following f i t hat boon uaad. 
< n c h > - (0,02 i 0.27)*(l.07±0.13) InS •( 0.08&0.02) (InS)2 
whoro S ia tho aquaro of C.M. onorgy in Rp collisions. 
Taking tho valuoa of <n f> froai tablo 3a, tho avorago valuta 
of RA *t varioua onorgiot havo boon oatinatod utlng 
rolation (11) for onulslen and plot tod in figuro 1. I t nay 
bo aoon fro» tho figuro that tho valuta of HA ronain 
practically constant in tho ontiro onorgy rango froa^lT GtV 
and fibovo. Tho avticga veluo of R^ ia tqual to 1.7)^0.07. 
Tho valuos of RA havo alao boon oatinatod far CNO,AgBr 
and othor targot nucloi. Tho valuoa o f<n § >for collisions 
of A aosons with puro targets aro giyon in tablo 3b. Tho 
avorago valuta of RA ot tins tod for thoso targot nuclei havo 
boon plotttd in figuro ? with rospoct to A. Its dopondonco 
on A oxprossod in tho for* givon by oquation(5) givos 
<<m 0.125+C. 028j a plot of which ia shown by tho dottod 
r\ 
Tablo 9b. Valuoa of avox-ago chargto* ahowor anilt ipi lcit loa 
for eo l l l s iena of iC •notont with different taxgot 
nticlol. 
foJv?y <n*>ci2 < n»>^2 0 ^ V A I 2 7 <VCU 6 4 ^VPV* 0 7 ^ V U 2 * 
10.5 3.74l0.06 
40 6.3210.06 
100 7.8310.13 8.3610.14 9.752.0.21 11.66i0.15 11.78l0.23 
175 9.0440.13 11. 15±0.15 13.6 i 0 . 2 
200 10.0 i©, 2 
to 
Data In the tablo taken fron a compilation »7 Alii otalr 
l i n t in the figure* The point corresponding^average 
emulsion i s a lso shown in the figure. The dependence 
of RA on A expressed in the form of equation(6) gives 
• » 0.64, b * 0.36 and c • 0.26. Since the value of c 
i s close to 1/4 we prefer to express R as RA* a+b A ^ 
and this gives a « 0.628*0. 072 and b • 0. $72jfc0. 056. Thus 
the target s i ze dependence of RA as obtained in the 
present analysis may be given by 
A 
or, RA « (0.628*0. 072) • ( 0. 372£°» 056)AX/<* (12) 
The sol id l ine in figure 2 represents equation( 12}> 
A comparison of relations^) and (l2)shows that the 
average valuer of a and b remain practical ly the same in 
both the proton-nucleus as well the plon-nucleus co l l i s ions . 
In fact , the form R « a+b AC i s a more general f i t to the 
data and seems to contain more deeper informations about 
the production process. The fact that at a given energy of 
incident hadrons the final s ta te mult ipl ic i ty in elementary 
co l l i s ions i s independent of the quantum numbers of the 
incident hadron suggests that for the same number of col l i s ions 
5 i 
lnsldo tho nuclous tho Multiplicity In hadron*nucloua 
collisions should bo indopondont of tht naturo of tho 
incident parti clot and should dopond only on tho offoctivo 
nuafeor of col l is ions, V , lnsldo tho nuclous. in fact, 
this It nothing but a part of tho to eailod * universality 
hypothosit* us ad in eohoront tuba pictures. I t see**, 
therefore, qui to reasonable to tako ^VX^ Z2. A «no-
and than R • •*bV simply. These roaultt 
are in agreement with tho observed inolaatic cross tactlona 
of pro ton-nucleus collisions and plon»nucleut col i la ions. 
Since g- v«rio«A0 aa ^ A ? ' 3 and ojA varies** as 
A3 /4 , i t follow* fr©» tho expression11 V ^ ^ A 
that V p A should vary as A3 '3 and V ^ A as A1'4 . Cooing 
now to tho oxproaalon RA » A , wo havo soon that R* A * ^ 
K1^ in pA collisions and «A» A 0 , 1 2 5 - A 1 ^ in A A collisions. 
If wo tako V
 A « A1 /3 and V ^ A » A1^4 thon wo too 
that RA can bo axprossod again with a single oxproaalon 
1/7 RA * V . Since tho awan multiplieitiat in eleaentary 
collisions aro indopondont of tho quantum nuafeera of tho 
lneldont hadrons i t again follows that awan noriaalisod 
multiplicity rests int indopondont of tho naturo of tho 
5 t 
incident hadron and depends only upon V • 
4.2.2, Estimation of RA by com id ©ring a l l the final s tate 
part ic les . 
A method, which It in accord with the col lect ive 
contribution models, where the i n i t i a l channel hadrons 
v/han appear in the final s tate are considered as produced 
partic les alongwlth the other created part ic les . Thus, for 
estimating R a l l the particles in the final s tate should 
be considered. The average number of created charged particles 
may be estimated as in 4 . 2 . 1 . Using the observation of charge 
symmetry ;e may take that 3/2 <^ n N particles are truely 
created In hadron-nucieon co l l i s ions . Adding 2 to i t , the 
number of i n i t i a l channel part ic les , we get the total number 
of part ic les in the final s tate of hadron-nucleon col l i s ions 
i . e . , 
<n > - 3/2 < > c > * 2 (13) 
Similarly, in the case of hadron-nucleus co l l i s ions 
3/2 <(NC^ > *• the total number of real ly created particles 
and adding ^ V>+ 1, the number of hadrons present in the 
i n i t i a l channel, to i t shall give the total number of 
particles In the final s t a t e , i . e . , 
<(N >^ « 3/2 <> c ^> • <Vy* 1 (14) 
Thus R may be given at 
*A 
T0t«l number of particles in the final s tate of 
ha dron-nucleus co l l i s i ons 
Total number of such particlos in the final s tate 
of hadron-nucleon co l l i s ions at the same energy 
r < * > . 3/2 < N e > • < V > 4 1 ( i s j 
< n > 3/2 < « c > • 2 
Thus for proton nucleus co l l i s ions (from eqn, ( l ) , (? ) )we have 
3/2 ( < n.> - 0.67 ) • < V > f A * i 
RP, - — (16) 
VH
 3/2 ( < n c h ^ - 1.33) • 2 
and for A - nucleus collisions (from eqn(9),(l0) ) we have 
3/2 ( <n\ - 0.5 ) • £V7fi*+ 1 
R - - 1^ (17) 
*
A
 3/2 ( < n c h > - 1.4 ) • 2 
Relations (16) and (17) may, in principle, be used 
to estimate R . In practice, however, d i f f i cu l t i e s arise , 
For, there i s no way to ascertain <V> experimentally. 
A completely unambiguous choice of -^V> i s not possible 
experimentally (see appendix A ) . For estimating a. we take 
A 
<^V> pA • A i / / 3 and CJy*A « A 1 / 4 at arrived at 
ln{A.?. 1. For emulsion, <( A^3} • 3.874 and <^  A 1 ^ 4 ^ . 7 3 . 
I t way be mentioned that the NJKFI-R emulsion used by 
ue In similar to I Iford 1.5 emulsion in a l l respects and* 
therefor*, the average values ^ A ^ )> and < A ^ /> 
also hold for this case. Using these values of <!V/>pA and 
^V^RA the values of R. for p-nucieus and K -nucleus 
co l l i s ions have been estimated. The values of R. . so 
eo 
estimated are plotted in figure 3. As nay be seen from 
the figure, the values of R._ in both the cases remain energy 
em 
independent. The values of <(<*
 B^ > *« the two cases are 
^
R
. »>PA- 2 - O 9 ±° - 0 B 
a n d ^ ^ ^ A » 1.7j£0. C7 
I t siay be noticed that these values of / R ^ N are 
em / 
in complete agreement with i t s corresponding values 
estimated through the consideration of only the created 
charged partic les in (' 4 .? . 1. Similar results are obtained 
for other nuclei a lso. I t may be remarked here that the 
value of R at ^ 7 "»eV estimated using a l l the final em 
s ta te oart lc les i s somewhat higher than that estimated using 
the created charged partic les only. The reason for i t l i e s in 
the fact that the ine la s t i c cross sections of hadrons on 
SS3 
en r y • » 
I 
ft Ul 
II? 
si. 
KJ 
1 
ft 
I1 
' 
o • 
at "o 
9 
nucleons and nuclei vary rapidly at quit* low 
energies and i t i s only beyond ?0-30 GeV energy of 
incident hadrons that these nay be taken constant. 
Thit a l to follows from the fact that <'N | |> which gives 
an Idea of the nuclear response becomes energy independent 
only at energies ^ 20 G«V. At lower energies I t varia* 
considerably. Therefore, a value of <Tv) which may be appropriate 
at energies beyond 20-30 Gov may not be appropriate *t lower 
energi to. 
4 .3 . Scaling of mult ipl ic i ty distribution in high energy 
hadron-nucloon and hadron-nucleus co l l i s ions . 
From the result* presented in chapter III i t follows 
that the distributions of mult ip l ic i t i es in hadronjnucleus 
co l l i s ions deviate from the usual mult ipl ic i ty distributions 
observed in hadron-nucloon co l l i s ions . I t i s reported by 
several workers and also clear from our results on col l i s ions 
of 50 GeV/c pions with emulsion nuclei ( for the whole »apple 
as well as several subsarplts; Pig. 12,13) that the scaling 
function given by 
f ( 2 • n c h / < n c h » - (AZ • 3Z3*CZ5*DZ7} (Exp -EZ) 
used by S lat tery 1 3 to f i t the op co l l i s ion data in tht 
energy range 50 to 300 GeV i s not capablo of describing 
f\ 
the multiplicity distributions of hadron-nuclaus 
collisions in ths similar energy range. Several f i ts for 
tho data on hadron-nucleus collisions hay* been triad and 
i t has been found that though tht form of tho scaling 
function y (Z) may be retained, tho constants ( A , B , C . ) 
occurring In i t takt considorably difftront valuos. Tht 
analysis of ths data in terms of crtatod charged particits 
shows that not only ths data on hadron~nucleon and hadron-
nuclous collisions may bs fitted with a s inglt scaling 
function but also that ths data covering a wldor snorgy 
rangs may bo fitted with a simplt scaling function. We 
dtflno a now scaling variable Z* in ttrms of tho croatod 
chargod oar tic I ©a in both tho hadron-nucloon and hadron-
nuclous collisions. Thus, wo have tho now sealing variable 
n
 N 
Z* m -*~ i'
 / N
Cv: ) ir> terms of the created charged particles. 
s C / ^ C / 
with V so defined, the new scaling function 'Y (Z») given 
*>y 
f (2M - [2. W p - Z ' ] ^ -•- (18) 
hat been tried to f i t the pp collision data and I t has been 
found that the function fits the data in the energy range ~ 
20-400 QeV with < » 2.13.±0. 07. However, i t turns out that 
PI 
the scaling function with the same value of x - 2.13 
f i t s the data on pp collision* even upto ISR energies 
and also tht data on p-nucleus,
 f;p and K -nucleus 
collisions quit* wall. Further datalls of the f i t are 
at follows. 
4.3* 1 PP eolllslona. 
The data on pp collisions have been considered in two 
tats to avoid overlapping of the data points. The accelerator 
data in the energy range - 20.400 G*v aro shown in figure 4. 
Th« odd-even effect has been taken into account in f itt ing 
the data. The values of g
 ? are given in table 4. AS IS 
clear from the figure as well as from the table the function 
^PU') with only a single constant * • 2.13 f i t s the data 
exceedingly well. These values of ffy- are smaller than 
those for Slattery*s function which involves quite a large 
number of constants in i t . I t nay be recalled that the 
Slattery's function f i ts the data in the energy range 
50*300 GeV only. 
The ISR data In the energy range S - 23.6 - 63.8 GeV 
(corresponding lab.energies are — 300 « 2100 GeV) are 
shown In figure 5. The solid curve corresponds to ^(Z*) 
with °< * 2.13. The values of g ft for the f i t are given in 
I 
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Tsblo 4. Tho valuoa X2 par dsgrao of froodoa (D.F.) for 
proton-proton collisions at various aceoIorator 
onorglts for tho scaling f i t . 
gnorgyt OoV) 
19 
50 
69 
102 
y7 
D.F. 
3.21* 
0.94 
2.04 
0.42 
SnorgyfQoV) 
205 
303 
405 
A. or 
0.72 
0.65* 
0.83 
s Excluding ono point at Z*« 0.2492: b. excluding ono point 
do 
14 
s t Z» » 2.745. 19-303 GoV ts frost s compilation by Slstoryf3 
405 GoV frost Browbarg «tsl. 
Tsblo 5. Tho vsluos of x? for proton-proton collision s t 
vsrlous im onorglos for tho tea ling f i t . 
ISR onorgy Equivalent Ub. j £ j p * « » « * t f i t ) X? (SlattoryU 
(GoV) onorgy(GoV) D T F T 0 . fit) 
94 
31 
45 
53 
63 
306 
511 
1078 
1496 
2115 
1.8 
1.16 
1.27 
1.67 
1.04 
2.8 
0.9 
1.6 
5.3 
3.2 
Oats takan fro* Thoao otal*9. 
2 
table 5. For comparison the valuot of ] £ ^ for Slattery'e 
function, | (Z), art alto given in tho tamo tablo. At i t 
c l i i r from the figure and alto from tho tablo tho function 
t U M f i t t tho data qui to woll ovon at ISR energioa. 
4.3.2 P-nuclaut col l i t iont. 
Tho multiplicity distributions in p-nucleus collitiont 
are shown in figure 6. Tho solid curve corresponds to tho 
2 
scaling function ^(2*) with * » 2.13. Tho valuot of jfe- aro 
given in tablo 6. At It clear front tho figure and tho valuot 
of j5^r given in tho tablo, tho scaling function y(Z') f i t t 
tho data on p-nucleus coll it iont nicely in tho energy 20-400 
GoV. 
4.3.3.7 p collitiont, 
Tho dttt on multiplicity distributions in
 A p collitiont 
have boon shown in figure 7. At it clear from tho figure tho 
scaling functionT(Z«) with *• 2.13 fitt tho data reasonably 
woll in tho onorgy range - 20*200 GeV. Tho valuot of 
2 2 
p ^ - aro given In tablo 7. These valuot of $y- *r* no*"*Uy 
higher than those for fitt to tho data on proton-proton 
collisions in tho similar onorgy range. However, these valuta 
are still smaller than their corresponding valuot obtained 
from other fitt. In fitting tho ~ p-collision data, at done 
by other workers, wo also have not considered tho xoro prong 
93 A 
P-A. Collision 
A 22 GeV 
• 27 GeV 
A 67 GeV 
• 200 GeV 
o 300 GeV 
x 400 GeV 
^ 9 6 . Scaled multiplicity distribution of charged particles 
created in p-nucleua col l is ions, oolid curve represents 
equation(l8;. 
i 
*ig#7# Scaled multiplicity distribution of charged particles created 
in x~p collisions. Solid curve represents equationdS). 
Tablo 6. Tho values of ^ ^ for proton-nuclous collisions 
• t various onorglos. 
Eno»9y(GoV) 
22 
27 
67 
200 
300 
400 
D.F. 
0.67 
0.52 
0.57 
0.23 
0.47* 
1.16b 
Data fro* rof• 
16 
17 
18 
19 
19 
20 
a. Excluding ono point at Z»» 0.073. b,Excluding two points 
at 2»«C. 54025 and 1.96709. 
Tablo 7. Tho valuta of fpy- for *-proton eolliaions at 
various onorgios. 
Enorgyt 0 
25 
50 
100 
147 
200 
•V) x 2 D.F. 
2.54 
1.36 
1.71 
1.61 
1.42 
Data fro* rof. 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
2.1% systoaatic arrors(atontlonod) havo boon talcon into account 
in fitting tho data. 
cro»s sections. This I t in view of similar treatment 
to data obtained from po«-lt1ve and negative incident 
part ic les . Tho wain contribution to X comes fro» the 
two prong events. We feel that the reason for i t l i e s 
in the -:—'-- present in the experimental results rather 
than the functional form of the f i t . The scanning losses 
for two prong events are high,especially, in tho region of i o w 
momentum transfers. Tho separation of events in to two 
prong e l a s t i c and Inelast ic i s quite d i f f i c u l t and involves 
quite largo uncertainties. This i s generally done by 
extrapolating back the f i t s to e l a s t i c cross sections in 
the high momentum transfer region. This involves about 
10-15$ fluctuations in separation of e l a s t i c and Inelast ic 
events. Taking those effects into account tho X*A), F. i s 
reduced considerably, 
4 .3 .4 x -nucleus co l l i s ions . 
Tho mult ipl ic i ty distributions of K -emulsion 
co l l i s ions togethor with - that of TT-C15 co l l i s ions 
have been shown in figure 8. Tho mult ipl ic i ty distributions 
of events tying in different N^-lntervals have been separately 
given in figure 9. The so l id curves correspond to the scaling 
D5£ 
Fig.8, Scaled multiplicity distribution in A~-nucleus collisions, 
Solid curve represents equation<l3). 
S 5 
IO 1 -
>)rtr 
Present work at SO GeV 
A 7*Nn<12 
• Nh >!3 
0.6 1.0 x U 1.1 
Z' — 
26 30 34 
^•- 9, 3cal«d mult ipl ici ty dis tr ibut ion of charged particles 
craatod In different ^ groups, oolid curvs 
•quation(l3)* 
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Tab Is 8. Tha valuaa of g*^- fox A -nucleus coll i t ion at 
various snargias. 
Entroy 
(GaV) 
40 
50 
200 
, x 2 
D.F. 
2.1* 
0.66 
1.7* 
Targat 
c12 
Emulsion 
Banaialon 
Data fro* raf. 
26 
pratont work 
27 
a, excluding ona point at 2*»0,2S77| b.Excluding ona point 
at 2••0.3069. 
Tabla 9. Th« valuta of 5 ^ - for A-oamlaion collision* at 
50G#V in dlffarant Nh in tar w i s . 
2 
2 < Nh ^ 6 0.»6 
7 < N h < 1 2 0.90 
Nh>13 0.82 
.) / 
function ^ ( z O . The value* of | j ^ are given 
In tablt 3 and 9. I t It clear fro* tha figuraa and 
alto from tha tablet that tha scaling function YiV) 
with tha valua of tha conatant <* » 3.13 occurring i t 
fita tha data quite wall. Tha analyala of avanta lying 
in diffarant N. intarvala aaparataly ahowa that i f wa 
analyse tha data in terms of tha created charged particles 
than tha behaviour of multiplicity distribution* in different 
N -^ intarvala remains practically unaltered. I t nay be 
mentioned here that a eample of stare with given N^  fro* 
nuclei of varying nae* numbers la more uniform than a sample 
of atara with a given nucleus but with varying N^  because NR 
(or n ) givea a reasonable measure of the nunber of target 
nucleone participating in the interaction process. From the 
point of view of coherent-tube models i t ia oreferable to 
consider a sample of stars that may be attributed to a given 
target thickness V, ae according to these sodela the 
multiplicity distributions in h N and hV collisions should 
be identical with the only difference that the hV collisions 
correspond to a new mean multiplicity at higher C..". energy. 
I t nay be recalled that the multiplicity distribution of 
neither the whole sample (N n ^ 2) nor the samples of 
different N. intervals can be fitted by the usual 
Slatteryi fit for pp collision data. 
4.4. Discussion. 
Tht energy independent value of RA rulea out 
the possibilities of single step models at energies 
> 20 GeV. The class one double step model • or independent 
contribution models where scattering on nucleus is Interpreted 
as a sequence of approximately independent collisions with 
single nucleons predict the mean normalized multiplicity to 
be energy independent. The target size dependence is given 
as R * a+b , where V Is the average number of collisions 
inside the nucleus and a and b are independent of energy. 
Prow the values of R. estimated here it follows that these 
A 
models are in good agreement with the experimental results. 
The values of a and b are xespectively ^_ 0.63 and 0,37 which 
are close to 2/3 and i / 3 predicted by B. F.C. model and disagree 
with other mod*la of this class which predict a • b » i /2 . 
Unfortunately, the E. F.C. model i s not I. or en tz invariant. 
The class two double step models where incident 
particle interacts collectively and («s a result) form 
a single system do not predict a dependence of the form 
R • a *bV . The hydrodynamics! model predicts the mean 
normal!rtd trult lo l ic i ty to r i t e at A with 
ctZZ °»15 ~ 0.19. Tho txporlnontal value of <* • O.J7 
in p-nuelout co l l i s ion* i t in agreement with tht thtory. 
However, the val id i ty of tht modol It questionable at 
energies 4 1°°° GtV. 
Tho coherent tubo models predict SA * ^ » 
where <* i t determined from the energy dependence 
of the mean charged mult ipl ic i ty in hadron-nucleon 
co l l i s ions . From the observed enargy dependence of mean 
charged mult ip l ic i t i es in hadron-nucl eon col l i s ions I t 
follows thato^ ^ 1/4 at energies ^ 20 GtV. This gives 
8 - V1^4 which It too weak to bo compatible with V ^ 
at observed in the present analysis . Taking the logarithmic 
dependence of mean charged mult ipl ic i ty on energy tho 
s i tuation becomes even worse. With logarithmic dependence 
of tho wean charged mult ipl ic i ty i t follows that RA»1* •• ,' ; • 
and, therefore, «A ¥ 1 at s > <*> . Tho value of ftA 
expressed from this expression i s suf f ic ient ly smaller than 
that of V . Wo may remark here that an averaging over V ' 
instead of V does not make much difference. 
Coming to the mult ipl ic i ty distributions i n hadron-
nucl eus co i l l t i on t wo find that the KNO-scaling exists In 
i: 
these co l l i s i ons as well and the data on hadron-
nucleon and hadron-nucleus co l l i s ions nay bt described 
by a sinqie scaling function ¥ (Z9)» The class one double 
step models which predict F>. »* a+b1^ can explain the 
mult ipl ic i ty distributions with values of a and b close 
to 1/2. For values of a » 2/3 and b * 1/3 deviations are 
quite larga?8 . 
The hydrodynamical model which explains the mean 
normalised mult ipl icity can not explain the Kwvllke 
scaling in mult ipl ic i ty distributions. The rod el predicts 
essent ia l ly a Gaussian distribution? which i s qu* te different 
from V7 ( 2 ' ) . Further, any of the known s t a t i s t i c a l 
thermodynamic*1 distributions are not similar to V (?.•)• 
Even i f we take f (?.'* from hadroivnucleon col l i s ions as 
an input the ^ (Z1} in hadron-nucl^us col l is ion? depends 
upon targe* s i»e which i s against t*e experimental observations. 
The coherent tube models where the h«dron-tube 
co l l i s ion spectrum if identical to *hat of hadron-micleon 
co l l i s ion spectrum at appropriate C.M. energy are in complete 
agreement with the present analysis of mult ipl ic i ty 
distributions. In fact , similar f (z») in a l l the col l is ions 
i s one of the major observations that lead to the un'versa11ty 
hypothesis. 
I 
~ ina l iy , we wish to point ->ut that there 
raay b* yet another methoo to study mean normalised 
mu l t i p l i c i t y and Ktn-sea l ing . In order to study KNO-
scaiing d i f f e r en t momenta of mu l t i p l i c i t y d i s t r ibu t ion* 
are s tudied. The "<th cen t ra l moment may be defined at 
% - ^ n k > < n > * ] 
I t i s found tha t in hadron-nucleon at well as in 
hadron-nucleuc co l l i s ions i t i s poss ible to wri te 
where °<K dependa on X but (j*^  i s e s s e n t i a l l y independent 
of - K and may be in t e ro r >ted as the average nurobercfleading 
p a r t i c l e s . I t ia found tha t fy v^ £ (say) ^ 1 in pp col l is ion* 
and v^ 1.? in ^ p co l l i s ion* . In case of p- nucleus as well at 
A -nucleus c o l l i s i o n s ^ ^ o. From th»$e one can have 
R . « • ^ an<j ec-^rdinoA72•. However, 8 ^ 0 
< « c h > • ^ 
in hadron-nucl«?us co l l i s ions Is not coir.patiblo with the well 
known observations of leading p a r t i c l e effect and i n e l a s t i c i t y 
In these c o l l i s i o n s . 
I . 
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CHAPTER V 
A picture of multipartlcle production in high-energy 
hadronic colllaions. 
5.1 Introduction 
From the preceding chaptort it it now very 
much clear that the predictions of tho single atop 
modtlt do not agree with tha experimental results. 
Though tho retultt favour parti d o production through 
intermediate states, any ono of tha double stop model* 
it not able to account for all tho experimental observation*. 
Tho presence of tho bimodal structure in tho rapidity 
distribution* and tho nondependence of tha dispersion of 
tho rapidity distributions on tho targot also clearly 
rule out all the tuba model approaches including tho 
hydrodynamlcal one. Tho target size dependence of tho mean 
normal!ted multiplicity is also not compatible with tho 
predictions of the tube models. The independent contribution 
models like the diffractive excitation and tho energy flux 
cascade are considerably more serious contenders. However, 
generation of states like the slow excited objects/the 
soft hadrons, on individual hits by the leading hard 
cluster, which contribute identically to the multipart!do 
final s t a t s i t not compatible with the experimental 
resu l t s , observed in proton-nucleus as well in 
pion-nucleus c o l l i s i o n s , on the shape of the rapidity 
distribution of excess particles and the sh i f t of their 
centroid towards lower rapidit ies with increasing target 
size* Further, these models involve such assumption* 
regarding the generations and propagation of the excited 
states in nuclear matter which are hard to tes t 
experimentally**2. Moreover, inapite of having different 
axiomatic constructions they have no distinguishing 
features among themselves which could exclusively be 
attributed to either of them from experimental point of 
view, we, in this chapter propose a picture of multiparticle 
production which i s quite simple in construction, capable 
of explaining most of the exist ing exoerimentai observations 
and at the same time involves no superficial assumptions. 
AS we shall see later , the picture may be eas i ly extended 
to nucleus-nucleus co l l i s ions . 
5.2 The co l l i s ion picture. 
I t i s assumed that: 
( i ) The multipartlcle final s tate i s reached through 
the formation of intermediate s ta tes . 
( i l ) Subjtct to a hadron-nucleon co l l i s i on , 
the project i l e and the target past through 
each other, excite each other and contribute 
independently towards the number of final 
s ta te part ic les . The number of particles 
stemming out from each of the target and 
the project i le are governed by the energy 
associated with them in the C.v. system. 
( i l i ) In a hadron-nudeus co l l i s ion at suff ic ient ly 
high energies the beam part ic le sees a very 
thin nucleus (due to Lentlz contraction) and 
thus Interacts simultaneously with V nucleons 
lying in a tube of nucleus along I ts trajectory. 
( iv ) After the Interaction the V nucleons share 
equally the energy associated with the target 
and behave l ike V excited objects to give 
independent contributions towards the number of fina 
state part ic les . The number of particles stemming 
out from each are governed by the energy associated 
with then. 
In thee .? ' , syttefc of the col l iding objects the 
Incident and the target part ic les share energy according 
to the klnematlcal constraints. The energies 
associated with tha target and tha projectile may 
ba given by 
7 7 
E t - 1 — p „ 
5/1 
and E_ 
7 7 
^ • m' • tn* 
,P , t 2/"T 
where S ia tht square of tha total c.W. energy and 
m and su are tha masses of tha projactila and tha 
P * 
target. Thus for a proton-proton collision we have 
E^  « EJ • £-5- • The particlaa stemming out from each 
of the entities may be given by 
« p « n t - f ( i 3 ) 
and thus total number of particlas produced In proton-
proton collision will be n 4 n^ • n (say) given by 
n f <££> 
From the study of hadron-nucleon collisions i t follows 
that the average multiplicities of the particles produced 
4 ^ 
I ' . "• 
in these collisions vary as s, w'-»ere°<is to soma 
extent energy dependent . At lower energies °< ^ 1/3 
whereas at sufficiently high energies * - 1/4 to 1/S. 
In the energy range from ^ 20 GeV and above i t is 
reasonable to take °< • 1/4. Taking a quite general 
fonr of 5 for the variation of multiplicity with energy, 
th# average number of particles in the final state nay 
be given as 
^n> » K.2.( vQJL )2<*
 f d) 
where K is a constant.For a value of «* • 1/4 i t i s 
found that K- M n the energy range from 20 GeV and 
above. 
In the case of hadron-nucleus collisions the 
energy associated with the projectile and the target 
consisting of V nucleons »ay be given by L ^ E* £ • 
where x/S. is the CV"• energy in the hadron-nucleus 
collisions. The approximation is valid at sufficiently 
high energies. It i s assumed that S* i s equally shared 
by the V nucleons and thus the energy associated with 
each of the V nucleons shall be ^ ^~SA • The number 
of particles in the final state nay thus be given as 
N - f ( '%- ) • V f ( * V > 
Taking the same dependence of multiplicity on 
energy as In hadron-nucleon collisions wo havo 
<N> -K t^fL )2 • K. V ( A I ) 2 * <*) 
5.?, 1 Mean normalised multiplicity. 
Tho mean normalized multiplicity 1$ given by 
*A n 
(vfl)2^vr^)^ 
2 ( ^ F ) 2 * 
and since SA ^ VS wo havo 
* ? (3) 
Thus wo find that RA is essentially Independent of 
energy which Is in agreement with the experimental 
results. It nay bo noted that a. - 1 for V • l, Tho 
energy dependence in RA through <* is very weak and 
practically insignificant compared to the uncertainties 
involved in the experimental values of R.. For V » 2,3,4 and 
A 
5 the values of HA have been calculated taking <K - l / 3 , l / 4 , l / 5 
and 1/6 and given in table 1. From the table i t 
follows that the value of RA remains essentially 
Insensitive to the value of <* • -o comparison 
with experimental results and for the rake of simplicity 
1/3 
we take the average value of V • A ^ in pro ton-nucleus 
i /4 
collisions and A*7 in pion-nucleus collisions as discussed 
in chapter IV, The experimental values of ftA for emulsion nu-
clei at different energies (as given in figure 1 of the 
previous chapter) are shown in figure 1. 
Table 1. Values of f*A for different values of Vwith 
different values of &: . 
V/oC 
1/3 
1/4 
1/5 
1/6 
2 
1.4? 
1.43 
1.44 
1.45 
3 
1.76 
1.80 
1.83 
1.85 
4 
5.05 
2.12 
2.17 
2.22 
5 
2.32 
2.42 
2.50 
2.56 
The solid lines correspond to equation (3) 
with °< • 1/4. AS evident from the figure the predictions 
of the model are in excellent agreement with the experimental 
results both for pro ton-nucleus and pi on-nucleus collisions. 
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I t way be remembered that for emulsion <f A ^ )>»3.874 
and^A^ y • 2.72 corresponding to the average value* of 
Venn for pro ton* nucleus and pi on-nucleus co l l i s ions . 
In figure 2 (taken frorc the previous chapter) the target 
s i t e dependence of RA Is shown for both the proton-nucleus 
and pion-nucleus co l l i s ions . The so l id l ines in both the 
cases correspond to equation (3) with <* » 1/4. The 
open points correspond to average emulsion in both the 
cases. I t may be seen from the figure that the predictions 
of the model are in good agreement with the experimental 
results . 
5.2.2 Nuclear scaling. 
An interesting prediction of the approach i s that 
at suf f ic ient ly high energies we can hay* a variable 
< f n \ E. <fN > S,
 7 E, %°< 
where fi. and S- are two lab. energies. This may be seen 
as follows. Front relation (1) we can have 
2<x" 
«J 2 / 
411* 
1 5 
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since S • 7 raE, where m 1$ the proton mass. 
Similarly from relation i?)t we can have 
- i . i inJk* m ~ - - ». > ,. m 
<">** In \*« .!/* \2o< V ** 
Since SA i s VS ^ 2 » V E 
Thus I t follows that T| (Ej/Bp) - (Ej/E^) and 
th« ratio of the average number of part ic les created 
at two different energies Is essent ia l ly Independent 
of the el to of the target and i s only a function of 
the ratio of the energies. Experimental results along 
this l ine have already been discussed in chapter III . 
I t seems that « (S . /Sj ) way serve to be a better parameter 
for estimating the proper energy dependence of nu l t ip i i c i t i e s 
in various energy ranges than the naive f i t t ings of the 
average mult ip l ic i t i es with respect to energies, 
5 .2 ,3 Leading part ic le e f fect and ine la s t i c i t y . 
The Feynman scaling for leading part ic le inclusive 
distribution is well sa t i s f i ed , i . e . , 
1 j lJ^L.frx.JS ) —*(w . . s —••* 
whoro X « -uL fr — ^ . . . . (6) 
Bin Is 
and Ip stands for loading partlclo and E ln i t tho lab. 
onozgy of tho lncldont partlclo. 
Tho abovo oxprosslon glvos 
jJf{X) dX «<N>Lp • constant . . . . (7) 
and A X f{x) dX «<X>Lp • consent . . . . (8) 
Applying tho saws hypothotia to hadron-nuclous collisions 
ono can wrltot 
Xp ASLp 
x - ffi » TtMi , . . . . (9) 
j j C(XA) dXA • <^NA>tp - constant . . . . (10) 
and L / x A f ( x A ) dXA • <XA>Lp • constant . . . . (11) 
\ h 
Thus we have tht average nustoer of lading par t i c l e and tht 
fraction of energy taken away by thea aa cone tent and 
essentially Independent of energy. Therefore, I t follows that 
<n >(and/or ^N^ ) th©»jld retain constant lndopondont of 
energy for a given target alto* in agreement with tho 
experimental results. 
5.?. 4. Angular distribution 
According to tho present picturo of sniltlpartlcle 
production tho secondary particlas arising fro* tho projectile 
and tho targst In a hadron-nuclaon collision shall appear In th 
forward and backward hemispheres in tho CM. of colliding parti-
cloa ( i . e . ,essentlally equal rapidity spaco i s aquirod by tho 
two). This i t in agroeawtt with tho oxporlawntal results. In 
cats of hadron-nucleus collisions tho increase of the nuaber 
of partielea with increasing target s i se i . e . with increaaing 
n_ (and/or Nh) i s expected essentially at large angiee. A 
aehenatie description of the rapidity (Y) distribution for pp 
and p-nucleue collisions la shown in figure 3 In arbitrary unit 
The pealtion of Ypp c ^ and Y c ^ are shown in tho figure. 
The Y^ A c ^ haa shifted backward (to the left) by an 
amount of % InV duo to kineaatlcal reasons. Thus for eiaple 
p-tube coll ision pictures tho rapidity width inereaeee by an 
aaeunt of lnv • • shown by dotted line (see alee chapter II ) . 
The dispersion in Y, therefore, depends upon tho target aaas. 
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In cast of energy flux cascade (S. P.C.) nodal tha projectile 
acquirat a rapidity width equal to % Y and that t»ch target 
acquires a rapidity width aqual to l /3 Ywith tha raault 
that tha total rapidity width remains unchanged resulting In 
dispersion of Y distribution lndapandant of targat mass. 
However, tho picturt ia not Lorents in variant, (eee alao 
chap tor II ) . Tha poaltlon of Y/3 remains unchanged with tho 
chang* in tho targat also and thua tho ahapo of y dlatrl-
bution of parti clot steaming out fro* aoft hedrons remains 
unaltorod with changing targat also. Aa aaan (in chaptor i l l ) 
thla ia against tha experimental observations. In tho collision 
picture propoaod horo onorgy going with tho projectile la 
j/_A_ ( .«fi^| )
 an<J t h u f t h # r t pidity width of projoctllo 
lncroaeoa (going loft) by an aisount of H lny • Tho rapidity 
width avaiiabla to projoctllo la, thoroforo, oqual to ^ ^ lni 
aa shown in tho figure, each of tho conatltuonta of tho 
targat have onorgioa equal to ^ (» ^ j ) and thua tho 
rapidity width of each of tho entities decreases by an 
amount of H lnv and equals \~ ** InV aa shown in tho 
figure. Tho resulting width re**ins unchanged which aoans 
that tho diaporaion in y distribution la indopondont of tho 
target mess, a result in agreement with tho experimental 
observations. Evidently tho y distribution from t he v entitles 
Is not flxod as in tho E. P.C. picture and thua tho ahapo of 
tho y distribution of tho excess particles shall weakly depend 
upon tha target s l ia- l ta centre shifting towards lowtr 
rapidities with increasing target t i l t . This rtsult i t 
consistent with the experimental observations and can only 
be explained by the present picture. Tht picture i t always 
Lorentx invariant with the result that the distribution 
approaches to pp distribution as V tonda to 1. The E. F.C. 
picture nay bt considered ae a special case of tha present 
picture for lnl - y/3. 
5.3 Miscellaneous 
(1) Relation(3) has bo en obtained through powor 
dependence of multiplicity on energy. However, a logarithmic 
dependence stay also bo considered. The numerical valuta of 
RA remain essentially unaltered. Taking tht variation of <n> 
at — InS a simple integerstion of j j ovtr y (figurt 3) 
yields 
RA ~ 1 • TnSr {•****• P-tubt collision picture), 
• I * § V (E. F.C.) and 
~
 (i
* * * $S~] • <* - * iSsL" ) <P*Wtnt Picturt). 
If wt txprttt RA « ( 1 - / ) * |Vat haa generally been done, 
then for E. F.C. f - l /3 and for prtttnt caat f -(H - H *JjJg4« 
For an emulsion nucltua this gives f S 0.37 at 100 GeV and 0.41 
at 1000 GtV. Further, tht expression gives f - % for V» 1 at 
desired. Tht tntrgy dependence of rtA through f la again vary 
vtry weak. For S —»<*?, RA —*J£ • J$y . 
( i i ) The present picture way be easily extended to nucleus-
nucleus coll isions. For any ^ and V'2 nuMber of nucleons 
involved from the two nuclei, the »ean nomaliied Multiplicity 
(cocpered to hadron-nucleen collisions) nay be given as 
A
 a 
Taking ylm± and V2 " V t n» »*l«tio» ** »*»• •• (3) 
and alto for V l • V2 * It RA • 1 »s desired. The predictions 
of the node I nay be tested when results froes nucleus-nucleus 
collision studies at high energies become available. I t nay, 
however, be mentioned that tone earlier results on mean 
muItlplleities and angular distribution of secondaries fro* 
cosmic ray studies of nucleus-nucleus collisions at energise 
-100 <3cV/nucleon seen to favour our hypothesis. 
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CHAPTER VI 
Concluding remarks 
On the basis of the results and discussions 
presented in the earl ier chapters we now sun up the 
situation with the following remarks. 
( i ) Car* should bt taken in comparing 
experimental result* with theory. Th« estimation 
of a parameter from the experimental re*ult» to 
check any theoretical prediction should bo in 
accordance with i t s definition used in the theory 
or vice-versa. 
( i i ) The nurrber of created part ic les Is a more 
suitable variable than n f or n . to analyse the 
tnultlpartScie production data. Analysed in terns 
of the created charged part ic les , the mean normalized 
mult ipl ic i ty shows energy independence. 
( i l l ) The target s i ze dependence of the Mean 
normalised mult ipl icity taken in the fora R • A" 
gives o< m 0.17+0.02 for p-nucleus co l l i s ions and 
C. 125+.0.CO8 for K -nucleus c o l l i s i o n s . A store 
general form of this dependence i s R « a *b Ac. 
19 
I t i t found that whereas * and b remain 
essentially the sarst in p-nucltus and k -nucleus 
collisions the value of c i s equal to 1/3 in 
p-nucleus coll isions and 1/4 in A -nucleus collisions. 
Consequently, the average m»i»er of collisions in 
p-nuclau* and * -nucleus coll isions may be taken 
as A*' and A1'4 respectively. 
(iv) Tha multiplicity distributions in al l the 
hadron-nucieon and h<*dron-nucleus collisions way 
bo described with a slngla scaling function 
^ (2») - [l* BMp - t 1 l^7 w i th* - 2.13 for 
energies ^ 20 GaV. 
(v) Although tha Instantaneous production i s ruled 
out fro«fi tha energy indapandanca of 4. ^ C) *«d R. , 
these parameters art incapabla of distinguishing 
between tha different model approach a* where 
tmiltioarticle final state i s delayed through the 
formation of intermediate states. 
(v i ) The study of the angular distributions of 
particles produced provides a more sensitive test 
to distinguish between different kind of collision 
pictures. The results of the present experiment on 
50 QeV/c K -nucleus collisions do net agree with 
the predictions of any of the oxIsting models. Mort 
studies along this dirtctlon are needed at various 
energies and using several targets. 
(v i i ) The nodel proposed horo seeas to account for 
nest of the observed experimental facts. However, 
further tests of the modal are desirable. 
with logarithmic dependence of multiplicity on 
energy the nodol gives RA —• <* • H "ini^*** ** H t e r 1 ^ 
where S i s the square of CM. energy in elementary 
coll isions. Prom this expression I t follows that as 
8 —**> RA — • H • % v which is a Halting 
behaviour, peculiar to fragmentation nodela. However, 
in other double step model which predict such an 
expression for RA, this is the minimum value for RA, 
whereas In the present case this i s the maximum 
value. From the expression of RA I t Is dear that i f 
we write RA~ a • bV then a - !£ • 1$ i n l -
and b - % . 1$ | { } ~ which means that although R 
remains essentially energy Independent and depends 
only upon V , a and b dopond both upon 
#norgy as woli a* upon targot s i so* This 
i t , however, not surprising. 3omo rocont studios 
of R, in difforont rapidity intervals rovoal that 
a and b dtpond upon both the targot s l zo as woli as 
rapidity (or in turn energy). I t would, therefore, 
bo in tare* ting to study R betweon difforont rapidity 
r«gion«. Experiments a t extremely high onsrgios wi l l 
bo intoroeting to soo tho limiting behaviour. 
( v i i i ) wo aro at the edge of a new era- the rasuita 
Oil multipartielo production in nucleus-nucleut 
co l l i s ions at high energies are expected to cono 
shortly. I t would bo interesting to t e s t tho model 
wh»n results *rom high energy hoavy ion ( ^ 100 Gov/ 
nuclaon) interactions aro available. I t i s knovn 
{from cosmic ~ay rosults) that tho coherent* tube 
mod*I* would not bo able to explain tho high multiplicity 
events. I t nay bo mentioned here. that ovon the low 
energy rosults on angular distributions toon to support 
the present picture. 
( lx ) I t may bo interesting to discuss ssuitihadron 
production in o%~ annihilations in terns of tho 
present picture. Some analyse* of the 
multiplicities in hadron-proton collision* 
•nd e%" annihilation* show that at asymptotic 
energies multiplicity of hadron* in t+«" 
annihilations will ba half of that observed in 
hadron-proton collisions at the same c.M. energy* 
This fact seams to be surprising and can not ba 
explained any of tha present existing modait of 
multipart!cia production. However, in tha collision 
pictura proposed here this fact follows naturally. 
In hadron-proton collisions tha energy associated 
with aach of the projectile and the target i* 
•~ ^^i- • Taking the logarithmic dependence of 
multiplicity on energy < n y ^ 7 ( a 'n^SI ) * 
a ^ns - 7 a 1*2, where a i t some constant. In case 
of 0%"" annihilations the whole energy is associated 
with a single centre and therefore the multiplicity 
will be ^ a, 'nvT* • j ~ ^ 5 and therefore as 
P —> ^ we Have < n >
 h ^ 2 < ' n > 0 * # - at hp 
>erj 
at asymptotic energiea are, therefore, desirable to 
the sane C.M. energy. Exp iments on e*a" annihilation* 
present picture. Some analyses of the 
mul t ip l ic i t i es In hadron-pruton co l l i s ions 
•nd «%" annihilations show that a t asymptotic 
ensrgles mult ipl ic i ty of hadrons in e+e" 
annihilations wi l l be half of that observed in 
hadron-proton co l l i s ions at the saint C.lts. energy. 
This fact seams to be surprising and can not be 
explained/any of the present exist ing models of 
nul t ipart lc le production. However, in the co l l i s ion 
picture proposed here this fact follows naturally. 
In hadron-proton co l l i s ions tht) energy associated 
with each of the project i le and the target i s 
"^ 2~* * T a ! c l f ,9 t n * ls)g«rith«ic dependence of 
mult ipl ic i ty on energy < n > ^ 7 ( a '^^£[ ) • 
"2 
a ^ s • 2 a U j , where » i t some constant. In case 
of e e annihilations the whole energy i s associated 
with a s ingle centre and therefore the multiplicity 
w i l i
 *>• S» *- ^J!T * | ~ ^ S and therefore *s 
S - ^ ^ we have < n >
 h p ^ 2 <^n > # * # - at 
the sane C.M. energy. Experiments on e+s" annihilations 
at asymptotic energies are, therefore, desirable to 
ltt 
t e s t the hypo the* i t of independent contributions* 
(x) f ina l ly , i t may bo remarked that a co l lect ive 
contribution front a l l (or a fow) of tho V ent i t i es 
i » , however, not ruled out completely. In such case* 
fat t fragments l ike duterons, t r i tont , He-nuclei ate. 
nay be observed, associated with a deficiency of 
protons alongwlth a deficiency of created plons. 
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Appendix A 
Estimation of the average number of collisions Inside 
tho nucleus. 
Theoretically fit well at experimentally thort i s 
probably no unique procedure to estimate tho average 
number of collisions inside tho nucleus. various 
theoretical es tie* tee vary from V — 0,6 A^ 3 to 2 A^ 3 
and sometimes even higher . Tho only guess ono can make 
lo that \ ' n A thould bo smaller than V pA due to tho 
dlfforonco in tho very elementary collision cross-* ecti on* 
( <7~A~A ~ °»7 <r~pA ) . Experimentally no clear cut 
••pa rati on ia poaalblo between diroctly hit tar gat nucloona 
coning out of tho nucloua through aomo Indirect process and 
thus i t i s very diff icult to at carta in aa to what fraction 
of n ( or HR) represents tho diroctly hit target nucloona, 
However a rough estimation of i t using experimental 
observationa may bo made through tho following procedure. 
A comparison of the momentum spectra of tho groy 
protons observed in hadron-nucleon and hadron-nucleus 
collisions shows that those spectra are almost similar for 
•omenta v> 350 fttev/e whereaa s t lower momenta tho spectrum 
of protons from hadron-nucleua collisions i s markedly enhanced. 
12? 
Suggestion* i r t ? ' 5 that grey particle* lying in 
the nentnttin region whare hadton-nucleu* apectra art 
•iatllar to the** of h*dron-nucleen apectra «ay bo 
taken at directly hit target nucleen*. Of course, 
contribution of indirectly hit target micleono in this 
region can not be ruled out. However, partial justification 
to this exist* due to the fact that apuo of the grey 
protons with momenta < 35O Mav/c shall aiao be directly 
hi t target protona which have been conaidered aa indirectly 
puehed out or evaporated proton** Integration over the awaentuai 
spectra of grey proton* in hadrorwnucleu* collisions for 
eioatenta >• 350 Mov/c nay, therefore, give the average nuriser 
of directly hit proton*. Thtt* for collision* of proton* 
with avulsion nuclei at 400 GeV/c the nusfeer of hit target 
proton* so e*ti»atad 1* ^ 1.95 and for TT -nucleus 
collisions at SO GeV/c (our date) this nastier i s ^Z 1*32. 
Assuatlng that equal nuaber of protons and neutron* are 
directly hittod by the incident particle* we can put 
< V > p e» - 3 #* * n d ^^X'taj ~ 9*M • J t - l*y b t • • # n t h t t 
thos* values are cloao to < A ^ 5 > * 3.874 and <^ AA'4 >^ • 2,73 
for eaailslon nuclei. Hewover, those comparison* aay be 
accidental and the data la not sufficient to draw definite 
conclusion*. 
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